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Rabbi Yitzchak Chinn

A talmid's impression of Reh Shraga Feivel Mendlowitz,
l'1~1:l'7 p.,,~ 1~i on his thirty-fifth Yahrzeit, culled from the years spent
with him, from the stories of older talmidim and from some readings.

Ohr ShragaThe Light of
Reb Shraga Feivel

The Gift
What was the debt we owe Reb Shraga Feivel, so
acknowledged by prominent personages of two such
different schools? Perhaps it can be understood through
an incident that took place forty years ago in the Eish
Das Rabbis' and Teachers' Institute in Monsey, N.Y.
Reb Shraga Feivel was seated on a lawn chair surrounded by his students on a green slope near a rock
garden. He asked a ta/mid to quickly turn over one of the
large stones that had been firmly embedded in the
ground for many years. Once he did so, the group saw
swarms of insects scurrying about. Said Reb Shraga
Feivel: "See those creatures? All their lives under that
rock they believed the world to be a dark, dreary place.
By overturning that rock, you have revealed to them a
whole new world: one of light and beauty. You have
shown them the sun and the sky, and have thus given
them a new dimension in life. Your task in life as Rabbonim and mechanchim is to remove the rocks from the

Jewish nesharna and allow the light of the Shechina to
illuminate its life."
Reb Shraga Feivel was convinced that the stone could
be overturned, that the neshama of the American child
could be reached by Tor ah, and that this was his task in
America.

Because of Reb Shraga Feivel's dreams and initiatives,
and the spiritual richness he transmitted to his talrnidirn,
few stones have been left unturned in the effort to
bring the light of Torah to every Jewish soul. He was an

When Rabbi Isaac Sher, Slabodker Rosh Yeshiva, met
Reh Shraga Feivel during a visit to America, he greeted
him by saying, "So you are the famous Rabbi Mendlowitz
I have heard so much about!"
Taken aback, Reh Shraga Feivel replied, "I am not
Rabbi Mendlowitz, but Mister Mendlowilz."
Responded Reh Isaac Sher, "Be that as it may, but I
have heard that you have accomplished much more than
any rabbi in Israel."
The Klausenberger Rav (Rabbi Yekusiel Yehuda Halberstam}, a leading Chassidic figure, remarked at Reh
Shraga Feivel's funeral in 1948, "Until the end of generations, Jewry will be indebted to Reh Feivel."
Rabbi Chinn, a ta/mid of Reb Shraga Feive/ Mendlowitz, is rabbi of /he
Gemilas Chesed Congregation of McKeesport, Pennsylvania.
4

inspiration and moving force for virtually every genuine
Torah movement in America.

I. The Years of Preparation
Reb Shraga Feivel ben Reb Moshe and Bas-Sheva
Mendlowitz was born in the year 5647 (1886) in the
village of Vilag on the border between Poland and
Austria-Hungary. His mother died when Feivel was 10
years old and his father soon moved to Rimanov.
At the age of 12 young ·feivel began studying under
Reb Aaron, Dayan of Mezo-Laboretz (home of the Bnai
Yissasschar), who considered him to be his most gifted
ta/mid. He then studied under Rabbi Moshe Greenwald,
Rav of Chust, who was so impressed with him that he
never began a shiur without first inquiring, "Is the boy

from Mezo-Laboretz here?", while his classmates nicknamed him "the masrnid." Rabbi Greenwald had enThe ]wish Observer/September, 1983

trusted Reb Shraga Feivel with the task of reviewing his
sefer, Arugas Habosem, before it was sent to print. In fact,
his Rebbe assigned Reb Shraga Feivel the task of editing
the laws of Mikvaos, one of the most difficult sections of
Jewish law.
At 17, Feivel went to Unsdorf to study under the
famous Rabbi Shmuel Rosenberg, author of the Be'er
Shmuel-a disciple of the Ksav Sofer. Reb Shmuel Unsdorfer made the deepest impression upon young Feivel
and later served as a model for his own derech in teaching.
By that time, Reb Shraga Feivel had learned through
most sugyos (topics) of Shas. His hasmada and love for
learning never failed him and his extra-curricular studies were phenomenal. One year he undertook to complete Rambam's Yad Hachazaka with key commentaries;
another year all of Tur Shulchan Aruch with Beis Yosef; and
so on.
Rabbi Shmuel Kushelevitz ;"~!, Rosh Yeshiva al Mesi via
Torah Vodaath, told the family during Shiva that over their
many years together, they had discussed Talmud numerous
times. "Each time," said Rabbi Kushelevitz, "the topic was as
fresh and clear lo Reb Sh raga Feivel as if he had just learned
it'"

Years later, Reb Shraga Feivel related, as he was
about to cross a Scranton street, the image of Reb
Shmuel appeared to him and commanded him to stop.
Reb Shraga Feivel quickly halted and realized that had
he not done so, he would have been struck down by an
oncoming car. Again, the night before his wife gave
birth, his Rebbe appeared to him in a dream and told him,
"Tomorrow you will have a son." Reb Shraga Feivel
named the boy "ShmueY' in his honor.
After receiving his semicha at Unsdorf at the age of 18,
Reb Shraga Feivel continued his studies in the Pressburg Yeshiva under the guidance of Rabbi Simcha
Bunim Schrieber, a grandson of the Chasam Sofer.
Reb Shraga Feivel's personal preparation for his role
in life went beyond the formal yeshiva curriculum. He
mastered Tanach, Machshava (philosophy), Mussar (ethical
literature), Chassidus and Jewish history. In fact, he
invested a third of his wedding-gift proceeds in the
purchase of a set of Jewish history books.
He had little patience with those who had no knowledge of history. Years later, when a student in Torah
Vodaath asked him if the Prophets were written during
the First Beis Hamikdash or the Second, he replied: "First
tell me which came first, the First Beis Hamikdash or the
Second."
At the age of twenty-two, Reb Feivel married his
step-mother's younger sister, Bluma Rachel, and settled
in Humenne, where his first two children were born. In
1913, at the age of twenty-seven, Reb Shraga Feivel left
his family in Europe for America. After several attempts
at establishing a business in Scranton, Pa., he became a
Hebrew School teacher. Following World War I, he
returned to Europe IQ bring his family to join him in
Scranton.
The Jewish Observer/September, 1983
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Passport picture ( 19 I 3 ).

As a young Talmud Torah teacher, he made his
classes so vibrant that to this day, some people in Scranton still remember him. One elderly man recently told
Reh Shraga Feivel's son, "I have been taught by many
great teachers and inspiring professors, but never did I
have a teacher as exciting as your father! Tanach lived for
us. Whatever Yiddishkeit I have today, I owe to your
father!"
Although Reb Shraga Feivel never envisioned himself
as a trailblazing educator, many of his activities, even
apparently trivial actions, served as preparation for his
ultimate role-that of shaping the soul of the American
yeshiva. He once remarked that when he took his children to the park, people thought he was simply babysitting. ''The truth is," he said, "I would sit with them
under a _tree contemplating gadlus haBorei (the greatness
of the Creator)." There in a quiet meditative mood, he
learned the Tanya, unwittingly preparing for the time
when his classes in this work would be acclaimed as
classical lessons in Chassidus.
5
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JI The Move to Torah Vodaath
In 1920, Reb Shraga Feivel moved his family to Brooklyn, NY. The Yeshiva Torah Vodaath, at 206 Wilson St.,
in Williamsburg, founded in 1917, was then a small
struggling school. Reb Bin ya min Wilhelm 7'1, one of the
founders of the Yeshiva, persuaded the Board of Directors to engage Reb Shraga Feivel as principal in 1921.
We must remember that Torah study was not the
accepted pursuit for teenagers at that time. There were
only three yeshivas in all of New York: Rabbi Yitzchak
Elchanan and Rabbi Jacob Joseph, both in the Lower
East Side, and Rabbi Chaim Berlin in Brooklyn. In contrast to today, when yeshivas vie with each other in
attempting to raise the standards of learning and to
elevate the falmid's dreams of greatness, in the 20's, 30's

and even the 40's, when I came to M.T.V,, it was a battle
simply to establish the concept of a higher yeshiva education. Reb Shraga Feivel struggled to convince parents
and students of the value of Torah education beyond
the elementary years.
His role could be summed up by the Chazal (Talmudic
adage) he quoted so frequently: "Why was Avraham
called G-d's beloved, Avraham Ohavi? Because Avraham
made G-d's name beloved to all who came into his
company." When Reb Shraga Fievel spoke these words,
to us, his falmidim, he too was Avraham Ohavi, G-d's
beloved who helped make the Shechina beloved in America. From his position as principal at Torah Vodaath, Reb

lnfcrmediate School on Bedford Avt.

New location on East 9th St. in Flatbush.
6
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Shraga Feivel began to lead a Torah revolution which
has resulted in the high standards we strive for today.

The Long Saturday Nights
A la/mid from those years relates that he was once
called into Reb Shraga Feivel's office and asked, "Tell
me, what do you and your friends do on these long
winter Saturday nights?" Sheepishly the bachur replied,
"Well, Rebbe, the truth is that we go to the movies. You
know, we have very little to do in the way of recreation."
Instead of scolding him, Reb Shraga Feivel said, "Why
don't we all get together at my home? No learning, of
course. We11 just sit and talk."
"O.K., Rebbe, we11 try it."
So on Saturday nights they gathered at Reb Shraga
Feivel's home and talked about everything under the
sun-questions young boys ask about life, death, and
religion. Finally, Reb Shraga Feivel would say, "Ober un
garnish/ pahsi nil (No study at all just isn't right)," and he
would spend a few minutes teaching the Sefer haChinuch
on mitzvos, making the lessons alive and compelling for
them. (To this day, that "bachur" arises at five each
morning to attend a Oaf Yomi group.)
One Saturday night, Reb Shraga Feivel asked this
group, "What do you think is the most important thing
in life?" When no one came up with a satisfactory
answer, Reb Shraga Fievel told them, "It's cheshbon: to
account for every deed you do."

His Own Accounting System
His personal cheshbon included his lalmidim. Before
going to sleep every night, he reviewed a list of the
students of the yeshiva, to consider how he could be of
help to each one. He once remarked, "If I can no longer
know where every bachurin my yeshiva is holding, it's a
sign that the yeshiva has grown too large."
Friday nights, when even the busiest father makes
time to study with his children, Reb Shraga Feivel
taught his children-the lalmidim-Mesechla Shabbos. (He
remarked at one of these classes, that if someone studied a blall Gemora without asking the questions posed by
the Maharsha, he did not yet "know how to learn.")
Reb Shraga Feivel had a weakness for gifted boys, and
gave them much more leeway than he would ever have
allowed the majority of students.

Yanke/, a non-conforming teenager from the Mid West,
once secretly picked the lock on a display case in the Mesifta
lobby that housed a personnel directory. He rearranged the
movable letters to spell out outrageous positions for the Yeshiva's administration, much to the consternation of the hanhala.
Reb Sh raga Feivel quickly found out the culprit, and spent two
hours with him in his office, probing his background, ideas,
and goals, apparently each enjoying the other immenselywilhout a word about the crime. A spunky fellow, Yanke/
needed unorthodox treatment.
The ]rwish Observer/September, 1983

Moshe was a brilliant fifteen year old who did not adhere lo
the Yeshiva schedule. Reb Sh raga Feivel permilled him lo go lo
Bais Med rash El yon, where he could study independently. He
tolerated his every aberration and idiosyncrasy in hope that
"the light of Torah would bring him back" -until Moshe sold
a set of Rashba lo purchase a phonograph, which so disgusted
Reb Sh raga Feivel that he lei him go: With no appreciation of
Torah, the "light" would not penetrate.
The Time of Our Lives
Reb Shraga Feivel valued every minute. He once
remarked that he learned hasmada from Reb Aharon
Kotler 7"l!.
Leaving a meeting, he walked alongside Reh Aharon to the
elevator, overhearing him mumble to himself, "Now I understand the Reb Akiva Eiger's kushya." Reb Shraga Feivel was
overwhelmed with Reb Aharon's ability lo immerse himself
totally in Torah thought immediately after being involved in a
pressing communal need.
Regarding the verse, "The days of our years-bahemamong them are but seventy years," he said: "In a few
days of our years, bahem-in them-you can compress
what ever you've accomplished in seventy years." Only
a 'vorl,' yet it reveals his appreciation for the value of
time. His lalmidim shall forever remember his plea,
"Bachurim, nitzt zich ois de tzeit" (Boys, utilize your time
well).
To him, time was the most precious gift G-d has given
man, especially when its use affected others. For
instance, his Tanach class met in the auditorium from
nine to nine thirty a.m., and for a student to be late was
to commit a serious crime. At five to nine, he was
already sitting in his chair, ready to teach, impatient to
get on with his work .... Who can forget Reb Shraga
Feivel standing in the hall facing the front door, with his
pocket watch in his hand, as he watched the students
and the rebbeyim file into the building? No word was
needed to chastise the latecomer. One look and you
knew.

The Shabbos and Yorn Tov Approach
When a Yorn Tovapproached,he made certain that the
boys from the poorest families were outfitted with new
suits. And he also made sure that the growing needs of
the neshama were met. He taught us how to sing a niggun
and how to shed a tear, how to dance and how to cry. He
often remarked, "If you can't dance on Simchas Torah
with what you've got, you can't cry on Yorn Kippur for
what you're missing."
My first exposure to Torah Vodaath was as part of a
visitation organized by a group of Pirchei leaders in
Baltimore (one of them now a leader of the world
Agudah movement). The dancing and singing so captivated us that they gave us the impetus to leave home to
learn in the "big city."
7
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Singing ''Mimkomcha" at daughter's wedding (194 7 ).

The walls of the Beis Hamidrash vibrated with the spirit
of the season. Reb Shraga Feivel would direct the singing and the dancing-not a wild release of energy, but a
leap of the spirit. "You can't jump from niggun to niggun,"
he would tell us. "You must wring the last drop out of a
niggun like you squeeze juice from a lemon." I can still
hear his voice ringing in my ears as he led us in the song,
Im Ani Kahn, Hakol Kahn-If I am here, all is present (see
Succah 53a): "Bachurim, lanlzl Rashi's p"shal" ("!"referring to
G-d). Then later: "Bachurim, tanlzl Tosfos' p'shal ("!"referring to Kial Yisroel's presence).
A Lithuanian colleague of Rabbi Shlomo Heiman
from his days in the Slobodka Yeshiva asked him how
he could serve as Rosh Ha Yeshiva for Torah Vodaath
when it did not even have a formal Mussar program.
Replied Reb Shlomo: "Reb Shraga Feivel's Shalosh Seudos
is the equivalent of Mussar."
And an extraordinary experience it was! Reb Shraga
Feivel graced the head table while the rest of us, with
only a crusty piece of cha!!ah or a piece of malzah in hand,
sat in the enveloping darkness and felt as if we were in
Gan Eden. Young students cried from the depths of
their souls while singing the Shalosh Seudos Zemiros, "May
we merit to see children and grandchildren engrossed in
the study of Torah and milzvos." . .. People had said that
the stones of America were treife. But Avraham OhaviReb Shraga Feivel-lifted the stones and bathed his
talmidim in the light of deveikus.

III. Curriculum for Kial Yisroel
The Meaning of Preparation
One day he arrived late for his Tanach class. He sat down,
opened the sefer, then closed ii, and said, "No class today. I had
8

set aside time to prepare for this class, but a Jew came with a
tale of woe. I would not slop him, and he look away all my
preparation fime. Truth of the matter is that I could give a class
with no preparation, and you'd probably find it more interesting, for when one is not prepared, ideas fly through one's mind,.
but that's not leaching, A teacher must know exactly what he
wants to say to his students and what he wants to leave out.
Since I am not prepared, I cannot teach today. Class is over."
Can there be a better class on teaching than that episode?
He came to class prepared to teach with a wealth of
Torah at his finger tips. The vast resources of Chazal
were integrated into his personality, yet with his genius,
he concealed it. Reb Shraga Feivel never tried to be
mechadesh new thoughts, but rather to make the old live
again. I once had access to his seforim-his Yalkut Shimoni,
Pirkei Avos, his Tur Shulchan Aruch were filled with check
marks, indicating the passages to be used in his classes.
And what classes they were! The old became new,
and was indelibly etched into the neshamos of all who sat
spellbound as he wove his ideas with poetic phrases into
a tapestry of beauty and harmony. Whether the text
was Tehi!lim or Sefer haChinuch, Mesi!las Yesharim or Derech
HaShem, Sfas Emes or Shamshon Refae! Hirsch, the words
sprang from the pages to become part of your life.
He found the writings of Rav Samson Raphael Hirsch
an invaluable source for transmitting Torah to new
generations. He told his family, "It was worthwhile to
learn German just to be able to understand his writings." (Hirsch's works had not yet been translated into
Hebrew or English.) Tanya (the Chabad classic) according
to Hirsch may sound strange or impossible, but Reb
Shraga Feivel thought of both as guides to a way of life,
not as philosophies of the abstract. Since both were
authentic Torah thought, they overlapped, and each
could-and did-shed light upon the other. He brought
together the teachings of all ages and all schools of
thought, and made each revered and relevant in his
quest to spread holiness.
How he prepared! In a Tanya class he once remarked,
"Do you think I shook that interpretation out of my
armsleeves? It took me twenty years to arrive at that
p'shat." He tried to teach us how to think and to be open
to new ideas: "Di seche! izelaslish (the mind is elastic); it can
be stretched from one extreme to another if you are
intellectually honest with yourself."

Unspoken Lessons
He taught with "kol alzmosai lomarna-All my limbs
speak of G-d's glory." The veins in his forehead bulged
and pressed outward, and his face would become
flushed as he immersed himself into the subject matter.
Reb Shraga Feivel never taught lyov Qob). He was afraid
that if someone were present one day when he taught
lyov's questions, making them burn with immediacy,
and then would miss the next day's lesson when the
answers were given, that bachur would always remain
with the questions nagging his mind.
The Jewish Observer/September, 1983

The auditorium was filled as the bachurim settled back for
Mr. Mendelowitzs Tehillim shiur. "Kapital 84" ... He
reached the third pasuk: '"i riril'n? 'WE!J iiri7:: CJi it~O:J
My soul yearns, indeed it pines for the courtyards, of G-d .. ..
ii? jp 1i11i I"l':l iiKl'~ 1i~~ OJ Even the bird found a home,

the wild one a nest." The contrast between thewildbird and the
homeless Jew, between the ever-presence of the nest and absence
of the Beis Hamikdash, was too much for him. The tears
poured down his cheeks. He could not regain his composure, so
he closed the Tehi//im. 'Tm sorry," he apologized. "I cannot
continue." The class was over, but not forgotten.
Without a Text
Many of Reb Shraga Feivel's most compelling lessons

did not come from seforim.
Once when talmidim began gathering in Reh Shraga
Feivel's modest office for a class in Tanya, two off hem found

that they had no chairs. They went to fetch some and as each
entered the room with his chair, Reh Shraga Feivel chided
them saying, "Shleppers! You brought a chair for yourself and
you a chair for yourself, so what are you? Shleppers! Now if
you had each brought a chair for your friend, you would each
have petformed an ad of chessed. But as if is, you have only
shlepped chairs. That's why I call you shleppers."
Reb Shraga Feivel once surprised a class by asking
them to enumerate all 613 mitzvos, which of course no
one could do. "If you don't know the mitzvos and are not
aware of them, how can you expect to perform them if
and when the occasion arises?"
Reb Shraga Feivel's classes started many Torah revolutions. Today, wearing kosher tefillin is as natural as
keeping Shabbos. Out-of-town talmidim had come to
Torah Vodaath with their Bar Mitzvah tefillin, usually
purchased from the local Jewish bookstore or from itinerant Jewish peddlers. After Reb Shraga Feivel's classes
on tefi//in, in which he delineated the halachic requirements (such as rebu'a-perfect squareness) and hidurim
(embellishments, such as gasos-heavier leather, me'or
echod-one piece of leather, etc.), everyone rushed to the
sofer to have his checked-and, usually, replaced.
Contemporary issues were brought up from time to
time in Reb Shraga Feivel's classes: "Are you expecting
social justice in the great democracies? or perhaps in the
workers' paradise?" he'd ask, and then proceeded to
expose the built-in hypocricy of man-made social systems.
Reb Shraga Feivel encouraged his talmidim to read the
Yiddish press, both to identify with Jewish problems
and to serve as a hedge against assimilation.
One of his talmidim told him that he preferred to read The
New York Times on the subway train to his office. "Read the
Times if you must," said Reh Shraga Feivel, "but wrap it in
the Yiddishe Morgen Journal.,.
In his respect for the power of the printed word, Reb
Shraga Feivel joined forces with Chazan Yossele
Rosenblatt in 1923, to produce Dos Yiddishe Licht, a shortThe Jewish Observer/September, 1983
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lived English and Yiddish language weekly that included
articles of comment and inspiration. It eventually became a daily but was forced to discontinue publication in
1927, because of financial difficulties. In fact, Chazan
Rosenblatt went on a year-long concert tour to pay back
the monies owed to creditors.
He did not hesitate to speak out on any topic, no
matter how delicate or controversial. Today, a rnechitza is
standard at a religious wedding, yet forty years ago, he
had to speak out against the mingling of boys and girls
at social events, decrying mixed swimming and dancing,
which were accepted practices among so many in those
days.
He encouraged talmidim who were about to get married to make the public room in their new apartments a
dining room instead of the standard living room: a living
room is the setting for relaxation, reading the newspaper, batola-an American phenomenon, while the dining room is the place for the family to gather together
for a Shabbos and Yorn Tov meal, where a man can open a
sefer and learn with a chavrusa.
Nor did he spare his own: A son-in-law who was in
the rabbinate told me that on Shabbos mornings when he
returned from shul, all swelled with pride for having
delivered a stirring sermon, Reb Shraga Feivel would
rise in mock reverence and say, "Nu mine Rabbi, vos host du
heint geplapelt?-So, my Rabbi, what have you prattled
about today?" He wanted his son-in-law to understand
the responsibility of preaching a sermon. Regarding
rabbis who based their talks on nothing more than
popular ideas or newspaper articles, he'd ask, "Is there
nothing in our own literature on which to base a
sermon?"
In the early years of Torah Vodaath, the Yeshiva
sponsored a course in homiletics taught by Rabbi Fortman ?"t. Reb Shraga Feivel sat in on one of the classes
when one of the better students, now a prominent
rabbi, delivered a great address. When the bachur asked
Reh Shraga Feivel for his opinion of the drasha, he said,
"It was a great sermon, a good speech. You spoke about
G-d, religion, faith, etc., but what was Jewish about it?
A galach could have delivered the same talk!"
Language of the Soul
Reb Shraga Feivel was keenly aware of the obligation
of a teacher to reach the talmid's soul. Two of his talmidim
became teachers in an out-of-town yeshiva where they
attempted to change the language of instruction from
English to Yiddish, thinking this would improve the
school. When they lamented their failure to Reb Shraga
Feivel, he told them, "If I knew I had ten more years to
live, I would learn English."
"But why, Rebbe?" they protested."All of your talmidim
understand Yiddish."
Reb Sh raga Feivel replied, "True, but English is their
mother tongue, their neshama lashon, and to reach talmi9
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dim, you must address them in their own language.*
"The words from the Shema, 'And these words which I
command you this day shall be ahl levavecha-on your
hearts, and you shall teach them to your children.'How? They shall overflow your heart and then you11 be
able to teach them to your children, from your heart to
their soul!"
And how he understood the language of the nesharna!
When Yiddel Turner would soulfully play "Keili, Keili,
Lama Azavtani" on his violin, Reh Shraga Feivel would
close his eyes in a deep concentration that put him into a
spiritual anguish, which in turn aggravated his ulcer
condition, causing him acute physical pain.

Business Angles
Having been part of the business world, h·o understood life's realities; having tasted the bitterness of debt
and failure, he was well prepared to guide his lalmidirn
prudently and wisely. He considered each bachur's talents
as well as what the Torah world needed before giving
them his advice. Thus, many were encouraged to enter
chinuch, while others were directed into business-either
way, to promote Torah. His own rapport with the businessmen on the Board of Directors of Yeshiva Torah
Vodaath was further indication of his ability to appreciate the various roles people play in life, and how they
could be used for Torah.
Since Reb Shraga Feivel was involved with the purchase of many buildings for Torah Vodaath-school
buildings and dormitories in Williamsburg, Bais Medrash Elyon in Monsey, and Camp Mesifta-he made
sure to understand the transactions. He was one of the
first to point out the ribis (interest) problems with
mortgages.
He had planned to build a swimming pool on the
grounds of the Bais Medrash Elyon, during the time of
the Eish Das program. Reb Shraga Feivel told a talmid
that when the architect comes to survey the grounds to
locate the proper site for the pool, "Don't forget to show
him the rise near the main building. I think that may be
the right spot." After completing his survey, the architect exclaimed, "Why of course that's the perfect site; it
has the right drainage, sunlight, privacy, and protection."

The World as a Siddur
• Reb Shraga Feivel always endeavored to enlarge his
awareness of G-d's omnipresence. Reb Moshe Aaron
Stern recalled hiding behind Reb Shraga Feivel's home
on a Friday afternoon. Reb Shraga Feivel stood on the
porch, looking heavenward and repeated again and
again the words from the Zahar' "Merna/eh kal almin, saveiv
kal almin, v'leis asaar pahnui rnenai-His glory fills the world,
*Yet, al his Shabbos table, he did not permit the family lo speak one word of English,
only Yiddish.

surrounds the world, and there is no place free of Him"
... , striving for a total deveikus in Hashem.
• He saw G-d in nature and loved all things that grow.
He scolded a bachur for ripping a leaf from a tree' "That
leaf was saying Shira to Hashem; why did you have to
destroy it?" When another !al mid .absentmind.,dly,_tore
up a blade of grass, Reb Shraga Feivel chided him: The
Gemara relates that every blade of grass has a rnalach
(angel) in heaven that says 'grow!' and you say 'no!'."
• He selected the site of Camp Mesifta high on a
Ferndale mountaintop commanding a magnificent view
with the purpose of inspiring reverence for G-d, as it is
written, "Lift up your eyes and see who created all this."
• A layman once commented, "Why ~oes he daven
near the window and always look out? Reb Shraga
explained, "Er meint az ich kook arois; der emes iz, as ich kook
arein-He thinks I'm looking out; in truth, I'm looking
in."
Davening was sacred to him. Woe to whom ever he
caught talking during the davening' I still quake when I
recall how he came running to a bachur sitting near me
who had disturbed the sanctity of the hour. "Arais!" he
shouted, "ven du vest veren baalabus vest du redden."
He once asked Reb Mannes Mandel (the ba'al lefilla on
Rosh Hashana and Yorn Kippur for many years), "Out
of all the long hours we spend together davening, how
much time do we really daven with kavana? A few minutes? So please tell me why the davening takes so long!"
Though he chided us for the length of our davemng,
his own davening was a drama of hishtapchus hanefesh, an
outpouring of the soul. At his seat up front, on the left
side of the Beis Hamidrash near his window (the right side
was always reserved for the Rashei Yeshivas; he would
never sit there) he stood before his beloved Creator as
Avraham Ohavi, as a child speaking with his revered
Father. No airs, no theatrics, no outward manifestations or external movements, but a silent cry, an inward
yearning that made all present recall the worlds "Tzamah
lecha nafshi-my soul thirsts for Thee." Words they
The ]wish Observer/September, 1983
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heard him sing with so much longing at Shalash Seudos,
words they witnessed and could actually feeL
"Nistar" Mendlowitz

Reh Shraga Feivel once related that a disciple of the Ba'al
Shern Tov asked, "Rebbe, if the '36 righteous men' are secret,
hidden lzaddikirn, does this mean then that you, the Ba'al
Shem Tov, whose fame is renowned, cannot be one of them?"
The Ba'al Shern Tov replied, "The world thinks it knows
what a tzaddik is, but the righteousness of famous lzaddikim is
far greater than what the world can imagine. Even those who
are famous can be hidden tzaddikim!"

While it is true that the name of Reb Shraga Feivel
became a byword in the Torah world, hetried to hide his
greatness. Indeed, the Ponevezer Rav, Rabbi Yoseif
Kahaneman, referred to Reb Shraga Feivel as "NISTAR
Mendlowitz," the secret, hidden man. He had brought
his sernicha from Europe, but he kept the document hidden away. A cleaning lady in Scranton chanced upon it
and said, "Oh, so you are a Rabbi!" Reh Shraga Feivel
promptly tore the document into shreds.
NIST AR MENDLOWITZ! He dressed conservatively in
the fashion of the day-suits, neckties, the normal garb
of an American businessman, to remove from himself
any vestige of Rabbanus ... apparently he could not part
with his black velour hat. He wore his lzilzis over his
shirt, but we rarely saw them, because he wore a vest on
top of them. Long peyos?Yes, of course, but neatly curled

and almost hidden from view. He was always immaculate, well-groomed, with the outward appearance of a
contemporary man, but beneath was the humble spirit
of a tzaddik who walked with G-d.
Reb Shraga Feivel forbade his picture to be taken. The
few pictures we have were snapped without his knowledge. I remember how he pursued a bachur who had
photographed him, insisting the boy hand over the film.
NIST AR MENDLOWITZ-. Ours may be called the age of
the tape recorder. Yet there is not one recorded word of
Reb Shraga Feivel! What I would give, just to be able to
hear his voice once again say, "Avraham Ohavi."But he
would not permit an outsider into his classes, much less

allow himself to be taped. He was even upset with those
who wrote notes in class.
One night, I was in the Beis Hamidrash recording the
day's lectures in my notebook, when I felt the desk being pushed
hard into my stomach. Looking up, I was startled lo see Reh
Sh raga Feivel leaning over me, saying, "Yitzchak, kasveim al
luach lebecha" (write them on the tablets of your heartJ.
In his humility, before beginning a class in the Beis
Midrash Kallan, on South Third St., he would look
around the room and say, "Lorndirn, arois (scholars,

leave)." Reb Yosef Levitan 7"t (recognized as one of the
outstanding lorndirn of his time) would duck behind me,
so that Reb Shraga Feivel would not ask him to leave.
NIST AR MENDLOWITZ-. Opening a yeshiva high school
with secular studies was a novel idea that Reb Shraga
Feivel would never have undertaken without first askThe Jewish Observer/September, 1983

ing a she'eila, so he consulted many of the gedolirn in
Europe at that time, i.e., Rabbi Chaim Ozer Grodzenski,
Munkatcher Rav, Rabbi Elchanan Wasserman, and the
Ragotchover Gaon. The written replies, which the family has in safekeeping, are all addressed to the late Rabbi
Gedalya Schorr'7~t. Apparently Reb Shraga Feivel had
asked Rabbi Schorr to send the she'eila so his name would
not be known to the Gedolirn in Europe.
When Yeshiva Ner Israel dedicated its building on Garrison Blvd. in Baltimore, Rabbi Yaakov Karnenetzky-as a
father of two lalrnidirn there-attended the ceremony. He
recalled how during the dedication, the Master of Ceremonies
called out, "We will now heara few words from Rabbi Feivel
Mendlowitz." Everyone turned toward the rear and waited for
him lo come forward. Reh Shraga Feivel said, "There must be
some mistake. They must mean someone else, for I am Mr.
Mendlowilz, not Rabbi Mendlowilz," and he refused lo ascend
to the podium. He did give permission to announce his pledge of
$800, but remained adamant in his refusal lo speak. This
was Reh Yaakov's first contact with Reh Shraga Feivel, and
marked the beginning of a long warm relationship, culw
minaling in serving as Rosh Yeshiva of Mes1fta Torah
Vodaath.

'
l
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Above Institutional Loyalty

Rabbi Yaakov Ruderman, Rosh HaYeshiva of Ner
Israel in Baltimore, tells of the time when his yeshiva
was in danger of closing. Suddenly a Jew from New
York arrived, placed a handsome sum of money on his
desk and left without saying a word; Reb Shraga Feivel
at work! Similarly, after the Bobover Rebbe had arrived
in America, Reb Shraga gave him $10,000 to help him
start his Beis Midrash. When the Satmar Rav came to
America, Reb Shraga Feivel was there with another
$10,000 gift of seed money; and the Klausenberger Rav,
too, received $10,000.
These sums-$30,000 in all-from a man who was
burdened with the herculean task of supporting his own
institution.. and in fact, was forced to borrow this

money! During his last days on earth, he discussed with
his family ways to pay off this personal debt. As one of
his talrnidirn put it, "He was an institution above all
institutions." Torah was the goal, regardless of who did
the task.
Even more generous than financial support of Torah
was his willingness to send outstanding talmidirn to
start Lakewood's Bais Midrash Govoha-as he did for
the Yeshiva Chachmei Lublin in Detroit and for Telshe
in Cleveland. In addition, he rdused to accept talrnidirn
from the Brownsville area in Brooklyn because the
Yeshiva Chaim Berlin was situated there and needed
talrnidirn. When taken to task by the lay leaders of Torah
Vodaath for giving away his best students with whom
he had toiled so hard, Reb Shraga Feivel answered
simply, "If that is where they will grow best and Torah
will best be served, what difference does it make to me
where they learn-in my yeshiva or with Reb Aharon?"
11
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Spreading the Light: Torah Umesorah

I
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'''TORAH
UMESORAH
"A Hebrew Day School in Evrry Jewish Community in America .

Reb Shraga Feivel dreamed of spreading the light of
Torah study. Thus he founded Torah Umesorah to
found Day Schools all over America, often calling Torah
Umesorah "Mein Uehling." A prominent educator wrote,
"The best way to send information is to wrap it up in a
person." Besides wrapping many packages, Reb Shraga
Feivel had great plans for staffing all the new yeshivas
he dreamed of establishing. He would open a special
school for teachers where yeshiva graduates would
develop their ability to transmit Torah: "Eish Das," an
institute to service all yeshivos, where every Rosh
Yeshiva would send his graduates for the "finishing
touches." Rabbi Aharaon Kotler, and Rabbi Reuven
Grozovsky backed the enterprise and had wanted Rabbi
Yaakov Kamenetzky to head the institution. Alas, other
yeshiva leaders did not fully appreciate the plan. As Reb
Yaakov commented, "Zei hobben Reb Shraga Feivel nil
farshtahnen"-others could not believe that there could be
such a person not thinking of his own self-interest. Reb
Sh raga Feivel did open Eish Das for a short while at the
future Ba is Medrash Elyon site in Monsey, in the hope
that it would become a school for Rabbonim, mechanchim,
and schochtim. Had he been successful, who knows how
much improved Torah life would be today!

Rabbi Rein•11in Grozovsky, wifh Reb Shraga Frivel al daughter's wedaing.

Summer Growth
In spite of some frustrations, many of Reb Shraga
Feivel's plans did materialize. He knew the world outside of the yeshiva, and was keenly aware that everything accomplished with his students could be dissipated in the summer months on the streets of New
York. Thus Reb Shraga Feivel organized America's first
yeshiva summer camp, Camp Mesifta, in Mountaindale,
N. Y. Reb Shraga Feviel carried the financial burden of
the camp and found numerous ways to keep the camp
going in spite of the lack of funds. Talmidim would compare notes: "Did you see Reb Shraga Feivel early Friday
morning helping the camp cook clean the chickens for
Shaabos?"-an economy measure laced with love for his
talmidim. When Camp Mesifta moved to Ferndale, N. Y.,
it became the summer home for thousands of boys from
all yeshivos during its many years of existence. Gedolei
Yisroel also stayed there: Rabbi Elchanan Wasserman ;·~t
visited the camp for several weeks; Rabbi Shlomo Hei-

Rabbi Elchonon Wasserman at Camp Mesivta
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man's summers were spent there, and later Rabbi Yaakov Kamenetzky as well as other Roshei Yeshiva graced its
grounds.
While Camps Torah Vodaath and Ohr Shraga are the
direct heirs of Camp Mesifta, the scores of religious
summer camps across North America are also carrying
on its legacy.

IV. Erelz Yisroe1
Much as he apppreciated the American scene, Reb
Shraga Feivel never really"established residence" in the
United States. His home on South Second Street was
sparsely furnished with only bare necessities. Above the.
wall of his dining room, facing his chair, was a painting
of the verse: "If I forget thee, 0 Jerusalem, may my right
hand forget its cunning." Whether sitting in his dining
room, or in the classroom in Torah Vodaath, this was
the focus of his thoughts.
When he taught "Al Naharos Bavel (On the Rivers of
Babylon, there we sat and wept)" in Tehil/im, or ··Vili'
Yerushalayim"in Shemone Esrei, he rarely got beyond a word
or two without being so overcome with emotion that he
was incapable of continuing. It was one thing for us to
read about Jerusalem and its destruction; it was quite
another to witness its impact on a man in our midst.
Much as we have seen Jews weep for the suffering of
others, share in their pain and their hope, whom else did
we ever see cry for the Go/us of the Schechina? . .. After a
class that pulsated with love for Eretz Yisroel, he remarked, "And the world says I am not a zionist"-a fatal
flaw in the eyes of American Jews of that time. Zionist
he was, but without the capital "Z"; an oheiv Eretz Yisroel
as taught by the Ramban, as expressed by the Shira of Reb
Yehuda Halevir as defined in his many Kuzari classes.
The ha lac ha forbids leaving an uncovered knife on the table
during Brikas Hamazon, for fear that the despair one feels
during the paragraph dedicated to Yerushalayim may drive a
person lo lake his life. On the Friday night in the summer of
1948, when word reached America of the fall of Jerusalem,
Reh Shraga Feivel was struck down al his Shabbos table by a
heart attack, while reciting "Uv'nei Yerushalayim"-the
beracha regarding rebuilding Jerusalem. During that illness,
I was privileged to serve him at his home and I vividly
remember him under the oxygen tent, pounding his hand
against the bed, murmuring over and over, "Vos vet zein mil
Eretz Yisroel?"
He often repeated: "Each country is best suited by its
'ery nature to bring forth certain products. Polar bears
breed best near the North Pole; Torah grows best in
Eretz Yisroel."
He was a committed member of the Agudath Israel
and thus his love for Eretz Yisroel and the people of Israel
was directed by Torah guidelines, and was beyond political considerations. He encouraged Rabbi Shlomo Heiman ;"ll to become the Vice President of the Agudath
Israel of America in 1938, when the movement was
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scorned by most Orthodox Jews, and personally raised
large sums of money for the Zeirei Agudath Israel's
hatzala programs during the war.
When the State of Israel was declared, he said that
while he does not know what will become of it in the
future, at its founding it would serve as a haven for
countless refugees, and that in itself is cause for rejoicing. Adding, "Only those who moan with Israel can
understand her joys as well."
When asked why the State of Israel was brought into
being largely by so many non-religious Jews, he answered, "Ki lo yidach mi menu nidach!-G-d does not want to
lose any Jew and gives every Jew some thread by which
he can hang on to his Jewishness. Zionism has kept
otherwise assimilated Jews identified with the People of
Israel, at least remaining within the Jewish fold."
Rabbi Berl Greenbaum ;"!, his late son-in-law, preserved Reb Sh raga Feivel's cogent mashal about the birth
of the State: "In a normal birth, the child emerges head
first. A breech birth, when the child comes feet first, is a
difficult, even hazardous birth, but the child can develop
normal and healthy. If the State of Israel had been born
head first-that is, led by Roshei Am (its Torah leadership)-its stability would have assured. But even now
we can hope."
In the very early years of Torah Vodaath, a group of
people had wanted to place the blue and white flag in the
Yeshiva. Said Reb Shraga Feivel, "If only they would
have added the pasuk, 'Zichru Taras Mosheavdi' to the flag, I
would have no problem putting it in the yeshiva."
On the Saturday night following his reaction to the
establishment of the State of Israel, a leading Chassidic
figure of that era called for Reb Shraga Feivel and
upbraided him in no uncertain terms for his "Zionistic"
leanings. When he returned home, his family asked him
what had happened. Reb Shraga Feivel told them, and
added, "I could have answered him Chaza/ for Chazal,
Midrash for Midrash, but I did not want to incur his
wrath, for he is an Adam Gadol, a lzaddik; and besides that,
he has a fiery temper."

I
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Reaching Across Oceans

1

In his book Zichronos Shel Bnei Brak, the late mayor of
the city-Yitzchok Gerstenkorn, included a chapter "In
the Shadows of Torah Vodaath,"in which he tells of his
visit to New York in 1929. He had come to the States to
raise money to found a religious Yishuv in the Tel Aviv
area-Bnei Brak. After many difficulties, he chanced
upon Reb Shraga Feivel who extended a generous hand
of friendship and helped him raise $6,000, a huge sum of
money in those years. Gerstenkorn writes that he never
met a person with such love for Erefz Yisroel: "Everytime I
mentioned Eretz Yisroel, tears welled up in Reb Shraga
Feivel's eyes." When I visit Reb Shraga Feivel's grave in
Bnei Brak, I find solace in the knowledge that he is
buried in the Torah community he helped to create.
13

A day before his pelira (passing), Reb Shraga Feivel
called his son-in-law Rabbi Alexander Lincher to his
bedside and instructed him: "Tu eppes far Eretz Yisroel." Reb
Shraga Feivel added that if Hashem would give him life
and strength, he would move one of his institutions to
Eretz Yisroel. Rabbi Linchner kept that bequest and
founded Boys Town and Merom Zion Institutes in Jerusalem, where today hundreds of underprivileged Israeli
youths are given a Torah education and are prepared for
a productive role in industry as well.
Even though he had packed and was ready to go to
Eretz Yisroel several times, Reh Shraga Feivel never made

the trip-why not? A member of his family suggests:
"My father would never have been able to recover from
the experience of standing before the Kosel! His soul
would have fled from his body."
fighting Illness ...

It should be noted that all his life's accomplishments
were achieved under the pressures of ill health and pain.
Even as a young man, Reb Shraga Feivel had been
afflicted with a serious lung problem. His doctor in
Europe had callously written him off-to his face.
Legend has it that he responded, "Let the fellow say
what he wants, 111 outlive him!" ("!ch veil dem schlack
uberleben!"l-and so it was. This was typical of his determination not to let anything interfere with his plans for
Avodas Hashem.
Racked with pain due to a severe ulcer problem, he
often masked his suffering with a joke or sharp saying.
He once confided in a talmid, "The pain can be awesome
at times, but so what? Life is made up of a long string of
individual moments. Pain for the moment can be withstood. As for what's ahead, there.'s no sense in suffering
what one does not yet feel."
His memorial stone carries the inscription, "Somach
b'yesurrin (rejoiced in pain)" for good reason. Even when
the pain was so severe that the doctors ordered complete rest for a full year, without any book study, he
used his time to develop his philosophies of life. Among
his writings from that period was a comparison between

the schools of Mussar and Chassidas. (Pointing to his own
bed, he once quipped, "Chassidus is like a hospital bed, it
lifts you up.")
Typically, he said:"Mussarstresses: 'I have set my sins
before me'; Chassidus-'I have set the Lord before me.'"

Epilogue

Two years later, a small group from the Chevra Kadisha
(I was privileged to be among them) gathered at his
gravesite to exhume the casket, and transfer it to Israel

for burial. In 1948, when he was buried, travel to Israel
was almost impossible so that at the internment, a tnai
(conditional burial) had been made to allow disinternment in the future.
His grave in the Zichron Yaakov Cemetery in Bnei
Brak, not far from that of the Chazon !sh, is next to that
of Reb Eliyahu Dessler (Michtav MeEliyahu)and Reb Isaac
Sher, Slabodker Rosh Yeshiva-men who changed the
world.
His modest monument is only one stone high and
bears the following inscription:
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... to the Last Day
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main building of Bais Medrash Elyon. (Reb Shraga
Feivel saw to it that his yeshiva always had a mikvah for
the bachurim.)
From Monsey, the funeral cortege made its way to
the Mesifta in Williamsburgh, where thousands had
gathered to pay their last respects. His aron was brought
into the Beis Midrash, where Tehillim was recited. Over
the years, whenever he attended a funeral with his
son-in-law, Rabbi Linchner, Reb Shraga Feivel would
tell him how he wanted his own funeral conducted: No
eulogy, with one exception-Reb YaakovK"t:>'7W, at the
graveside .... Amongst the many buses chartered for
Reb Shraga Feivel's funeral procession, the bus carrying
Reb Yaakov somehow got lost and arrived at the cemetery after the internment. No eulogy was held, probably
in keeping with Reb Shraga Feivel's innermost desires.
His last will to the leadership of the Mesifta is a
revelation of his soul: "Ir zolt hitten dos Hur Vahr un dos bissele
Chassidus."-Safeguard the thread of truth and the
touch of Chassidus.

Tuesday, September 7, 1948, third day of Elul, 5708,
was a black day for Torah Jewry. Reb Shraga Feivel
breathed his last in his home, next door to Bais Medrash
Elyon, Monsey. When we heard the shocking news-he
had been improving, we had been told-a group of us
traveled to Monsey to have the zechus of participating in
the tahara, which was conducted in the mikvah of the
14
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"Shraga" means light-hopefully his talmidim and
admirers will kindle new lights so that his efforts to
illuminate the darkness will continue to shine on in the
future, perpetuating the work of "The Hofe hi Hatzur," the
one who overturned the rocks to allow the light to
enter.
IS
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DAUGHTER
OF ISRAEL
Rabbi Dr. Kalman

Kahana.
Authoritative discussions
under the auspices of the
greatest posek of our
generation, the Chazon
lsh, of blessed memory.
Meticulously rendered
into English by Rabbi
Leonard Oschry, and
printed together with the
complete Hebrew text.

LUACH TAHARAH

Rabbi Isaiah Rottenberg,

Rabbi Asher Balanson.
Detailed tables of the
varying vestos cycles
together with the relevant
laws.
paperback $3.95

hardcover $6.95
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TAHARATH
HAMISHPACHA A GUIDE TO JEWISH
FAMILY LAWS
Rabbi Zev Schostak.
A guide to Jewish family

HEDGE OF ROSES
Rabbi Dr. Norman Lamm
A highly contemporary

laws written both for
newlyweds and for those
long familiar with these
basic Torah statutes.

and meaningful presentation of the Jewish
concept of marriage and
sexuality.

paperback $3.95

paperback $2.95

AMYISROEL
Rabbi S. Wagschal of

Gateshead, England.
A book for those about
to be married. A thorough presen ta ti on of au
the laws dealing with
taharas hamishpacha. For
the future wife and her
husband-to-be.
hardcover $7 .50
paperback $4.95
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Around the Sanctuary

They Shall Dwell

The concept of spiritual centrality in Jewish life
as delineated by RABBI y AAKOV KAMENETZKY
~,,m.,?w, at the 61 st National Dinner of
Agudath Israel of America.
Rabbi Yaakov Kamenetzky is a member of the
Moelzes Gedolei HaTorah
(Council of Torah Sages) of
Agudath Israel of America.Trans lated and prepared for
publication by RABBI LAIBISH
BECKER, director of Zeirei
Agudath Israel.
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keeping the
"Shevatim"
in Egypt
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When "the children of Israel went out of Egypt with a mighty arm," and
they approached the Yam Suf, with the Egyptian army in close pursuit, G-d
cut a separate path in the sea for each Shevet-each tribe-opening its own
road to safety and redemption. This was an affirmation of the Shevatim
system which was created and perpetuated by Yaakiv Avinu, who had conferred a different, distinctive blessing on each son. Thus was the integrity of
each son and his progeny guaranteed, with each of Yaakov's sons' individual
characteristics complementing those of the others, forming together one
harmonious whole. Throughout their long sojourn in Egypt, the Jews took
pains to maintain their family allegiances, keeping the Shevatim intact even to
the moment of the Exodus.
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This integrity of the Shevalim leads us to an interesting observation. Sefer
Bamidbarcommences with the counting of the Jewish nation in the beginning
of the second year of their liberation from bondage. Following the census,
the Torah recounts G-d's instructions for the proper placement of the
Degalim-literally "flags," referring to the four subsections, consisting of
three Shevalim each, which flew their own group flags, and moved and
camped as individual units. Why did G-d wait until the second year of the
wandering in the desert to implement the Degalim? Surely they could have
been placed in their in respective locations grouped round the Degalim as soon
as they left Egypt.
Actually, the Degalim could be understood as a factor for divisiveness
amongst the Jewish people. Every grouping of three Shevalim became a
separate unit unto itself. This factionalized the Jewish nation into four
distinct geographical and administrative entities: Whereas the people formerly conceived of themselves as being part of a Shevel, that, with the others,
constituted Arn Yisroel, their self-perception then centered on their belonging
to Degel Machne Efrairn or Degel Machne Reuven, splintering the nation, as it
were, into four entities.
To gain some insight into the Torah's dealing with this aspect of Jewish
unity, both the chronological sequence of the events as well as the order in
which the Torah deals with them must be taken into account.
Sefer Vayikra interrupts the historical narrative recorded in Shernos, which is
resumed again in Bamidbar. The major part of Vayikra is concerned with the
Divine service in the Mishkan, the traveling sanctuary in the desert.
The Mishkan was of crucial significance in preparing for the Degalirn that
followed, for the presence of the Mishkan actually negated the potential for
divisiveness within Kial Yisroel that otherwise could have been engendered
by the Degalim. Once they achieved 1l:l!t'' pwo'I :i•:io, with the Mishkan serving
as the central point around which the four Degalirn of Kia/ Yisroel coalesce into
a single unit, this became the means for achieving spirituality and Divine
service as the nucleus of our peoplehood; under such circumstances, individual or group self-serving would not be a problem. Nation-wide unity could
be preserved. With the Mishkan serving as a unifying spiritual factor, the
Degalim could be instituted, for then all eyes would truly turn to the spiritual
core of Kial Yisroel, represented by the Mishkan.
Baruch Hashem, we are privileged in our time to see the Torah leaders of Kial
Yisroel gather together in one place through Agudath Israel, which serves as
a spiritual unifying factor for our people. Indeed, Agudath Israel of America
offers our people, diversified as they may be, a central spiritual core around
which they can identify. The movement's leadership has adhered with
extraordinary fidelity to the founding ideals of Agudath Israel and fulfilled
its mandate in a manner consistent with its Torah hashkofa. It serves as a
central address for Kia/ Yisroel, where workers for Kial labor to fulfill all of the
community's needs with utmost devotion and no considerations of personal
glory and honor. Indeed, parochial interests are put aside for the overriding
benefit of the Kial.
If we would succeed in gathering together all Jews under one banner, the
benefits would be incalculable. A taste of this was ours at the recent Siyum
Hashas of Oaf Yomi which imprinted on all who attended that gathering a
lasting impression of Kiddush Hashem. The best format for Kial Yisroel to unite
today is through the ranks of Agudath Israel of America. May it be so in Eretz
Yisroel as well: that all Kial Yisroel become one without any element of disunity
whatsoever.
"'
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Rabbi Nasson Scherman

Summer:
A Season for
Growth

Camping in the Carpathian Mts. frirrn 1930Y ..
. . . and in the Catskills today.

An Overoiew
to Camping
in America

*Photographs of European camping are from the Orthodox Jewish Archives of Agudath forael of America.

Summer vacations-especially the overly long ones
inflicted on our children by the American educational
system-are a time of both frustration and opportunity:
Frustration, because ten weeks of unproductive amusement undo at least 25% of any school year's accomplishments; and opportunity because the long days,
warming sun, and unpressured atmosphere open new
paths into the mind and heart of a child.
Rabbi Scherman, editor of ArtScroll-Mesorah, editor of OLOMEINU and a
member of ]O's Editorial Board, was a camper in Camp Mesifla, counselor in Camp
Agudah, head counselor in Camp Torah Vodath, and is married lo a former
counselor in Camp Bnos.
18

Necessity, imagination, and affluence have fashioned
the creature called "summer camping." Although it has
had its pre-War, European forerunners, as evident in
the pictures on these pages, in its present incarnation,
camping is almost uniquely an American phenomenon.
Lest we make the mistake of decrying grass, trees,
and free time as oppressive debris in the life of a child, let
us recall the great and visionary educators and molders
of yore who saw in the easy living of summer an unparalleled avenue for molding and educating through use
of the subtle "book" of life, feeling, faith, and behavior.
Sarah Schenirer in Poland, Reb Shraga Feivel MendloThe Jewish Observer/September, 1983

-Clock'wise from upper left: Camp Agudah, Ferndale, N.Y. (1976); (insef) Camp Agudah,
Highmount, N. Y. (1942?); Camp Zeirei Agudah, Schwarzenbach (near Vienna-1934); Camp
Sdei Chemed, Israel; Camp Agudah, Highmounf (1950)-nofe !hen-Mayor Wagner seated in
center, Reh Elimelech Tress 7'1 at left, founder of Camp Agudah and Camp Bnos.

witz in America, and Rabbi Yaakov Teitelbaum in both
Austria and America knew what could be done with a
summer. They did it, and in the process, created precedents, set examples, and laid foundations for the chinuch
phenomenon that camping has become in America.
Such virtuosi of the soul as those mentioned, and many
others who still exercise their spiritual magic, have
played major roles in refining and enhancing Torah life
in America through camping.
Reaching the Untouched
All parents and teachers know that the home reaches
The Jewish Observer/September, 1983

areas of the soul that the yeshiva cannot touch, and vice
versa. The same is true of a properly conceived and
executed camp program. The camaraderie and informality of an isolated spot of green have a potential for
education that is different from any other. How does it
work?
It may be the tranquility and implicit harmony of
natural surroundings. (If so, they cast their spell in spite
of the heel-dragging of city youth, many of whom still
view a weekly nature hike as a sentence to exile from
comforting concrete, relieved only by "the best Kosher
Pizza this side of Thirteenth Avenue" awaiting the first
19
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The late Emil Adler at Schwarunburg (1934) in a
play.

Below: Mesivta Rflbbi Chaim Berlin's
Camp Morris, in Woodridge, N. Y.

Zeirei of Vienna on visit lo Zemmering (1934).

,'

troops to reach Swan Lake. No matter, fresh air, blue
skies, and clear waters voice constant, exhilirating testimony to the marvels of Creation, even if the kids
pretend to block out the call with silly putty in their
ears.) Somehow, in natural surroundings, and with likeminded friends, many kids permit themselves to feel
more deeply, daven better, and explore ways to achieve
self-awareness and self-improvement.
A well-run camping experience also promotes healthy
independence and self-reliance for children who, for ten
20

months of the year, are dressed, fed, buttoned, and
bused to school before they've managd to pry open their
eyes. ("My Blimie made her bed? Herself7') More than
this, girls' camps-and boys' camps, too, although to a
lesser degree-distinguish themselves by expanding the
horizons of both staff members and campers by showing how creative talent can be utilized in the service of
Torah content and values. School is so overwhelmingly
a scholastic experience that it allows little opportunity
for growth and recognition for other types of talents
The Jewish Observer/September, 1983

From fop, left to right: Opening !he season in Camp Munk by bringing the Sefer Torah fa shul (1965}; Camp Bnos (1978); Camp Agudah, Port Carling, On/ario (19 72);
Camp Mesif/a, Ferndale( 795 7 ); domestic skills (visitors' day-eve), Camp Bnos; raising the flag, with Mayor Wagner, in HighmounUI 950}; Chassidei Gur, So. Fallsburgh,
N.Y.; Camp Bnos (1950); Stollberg, Austria (1936).

and achievements-in sports, the arts, organizational
skills, what-have-you-which are important for the
full-blossoming of the personality of non-academic students and book geniuses alike. Color war, carnivals and
night activities all have potential for creativity as well as
expression of Jewish themes.

A Sense of Family
Finally, camping brings together children of diverThe Jewish Obseroer!September, 1983

gent background and from various parts of the country. Originally, some say, religious summer camp was
conceived of as a means for creating a sense of
community among our youth-so lacking in the American scene, where we have so few genuine kehillos. Now
that even the nuclear family is threatened, camp experiences offer children a sense of extended family often
not available elsewhere ... Mid-winter reunions thus
often seem like family circle gatherings of old. So many
21

Clockwise from /op /efl: Visiting camp in Spila/, Austria (19 35)-secondfrom rig hi-Rabbi Shmuel Wasner (now in Bnei Brak), Rabbi Yaakav Teitelbaum, Rabbi Yeshaya
Furst, Rabbi Bluh: Rabbi lv1. Gifter, Camp Agudah (1983); Rabbi Y11ako'O Kamenefzky, Camp Me.•iffa (195 7); Camp Agudah in Bexhi/1-on-Sea, England (1983); Rabbi Y.
Ruderman and R11bbi Yaakov Perlow, Camp Agudah (1983): Rabbi Giffer, Agudah (1983); Rabbi Y. Teitelbaum, Schwarzenbach (1934),

children-especially from smaller Jewish communities
and from foreign countries-find the two summer
months a mainstay for their Yiddishkeit the entire year.
From Sugar Coating to 100% Hasmada
And the learning itself? Thirty-five years ago, only
one camp in the United States had as much as an hour of
learning as part of its program-and most people said it
constituted an impossible demand to make of children
22

on vacation. Twenty years ago, the directors of a camp
noted for its capital investments in athletic and other
physical facilities found reason to declare, "The entire
camp is a sugar-coated learning program." Indeed, a
model for successful sugar-coating has been Camp
Agudah's Cocoa Club, with young campers arising a
half-hour before official wake-up to warm one hand
with a mug full of hot chocolate and the other with a
Mishnayos. Today, there is hardly a yeshiva-oriented
boys camp with less than three hours a day of strucThe Jewish Obseroer!Seplember, 1983

Clockwise from top left: Camp Agudah, Ferndale, N. Y. (1960); Camp Sdei Chemed; Camp Sdei Chemed; Schwarzenbach (1934); Camp Morris; Mezuzah on new bunk,
Munk (1963): new learning pavillion in Camp Agudah (1983);Camp Ma~Na-V u, Liberty, N. Y.; center: Camp Agudah, Highmounl (1950).

tured teaching, a variety of programs to encourage
extracurricular Torah study, and a masmidim program
for older students who devote the major part of the day
and much of the night to Torah study.
In fact, many urban yeshivos and large Chassidic
groups maintain summer yeshiva programs in the
country. As a result, many of our finest young talents
prefer to spend the major part of their summers in
full-time learning programs. While this deprives youngsters of the personal influence of potentially superior

counselors-and prevents the young scholars from
achieving the specific growth that comes from teaching
and living up to the example they must set for young
campers-it is nonetheless an enormous boon for
American Jewry that the yeshiva regimen continues
uninterrupted all year round.
In sum, camping has come a long way. No longer is it
simply a refuge from steaming asphalt and unwholesome city streets. It is a positive force for learning and
total absorption of Torah's values in every area of life.
~T.
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DONATE $36.00
AND DINE ON US!
The giving to tzedakah will never leave a better taste in your mouth than
right now, because now every $36.00 you donate to the Talmudical
Academy of Adelphia, New Jersey entitles you to a free steak dinner for two
at Manhattan's elegant La Difference Restaurant. (Dinner includes a choice of
soup or salad, a lOoz. steak and baked potato. Beverages and gratuities not included.)

Not only will your $36.00 donation provide you and your friend with a
scrumptious dinner, but most importantly you will provide the students at
the Talmudical Academy with a modem, fully equipped dormitory presently
under .construction. Hundreds of boys throughout the country look to
Adelphia as their home and yeshiva.
So don't delay, simply fill out the coupon below and return it with your
contribution, in tum you will receive an elegant R.S.V. P. dinner card designed
with you in mind. Each card will entitle the bearer to a dinner for two. So take
advantage of this offer, and order as many cards as you wish.
This is our way of saying Thank You.
Remember, your dinner is our dessert.
We're waiting for your R.S.V.P.

®

This offer is brought to you by the Talmudical Academy of New Jersey
in conjunction with La Difference Restaurant. All dinner cards are valid through December 1983

-Clip and Mail t o : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Talmudical Academy of New Jersey
c/o Project R.S.V.P.
Route 524 Adelphia, N.J. 07710
Enclosed, please find my contribution.
of
. Which entitles me to a dinner

for _ _ __

State

L_____ ~le~
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'

-

0 $36.00

Donor(dlnnerfor2)

0 $72.00

Sponsor (dinner for 4)

0 $108.00 Supporter(dinnerfor6)

0 $180.00 Chai Supporter

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I City

Please check one:

allow2-14 days

Zip

(dinner for 10)
0 _ _ _ Other
Please make checks payable to:
Talmudical Academy of New Jersey
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Beryl Gershenfeld

Hidden Beginnings:
the Process of Discovery
A Rosh Hashana Essay
Why the Ambiguity and Concealment?

Speak to the children of Israel saying: In the seventh month
on the firs! day of the month, you shall have a day of rest, a
feruah of remembrance, a holy gathering. (Vayikra 230241
The reference to Rosh Hashana in Chumash is characterized by ambiguity and an air of concealment, in contrast to the other holidays, which are clearly described.
The Torah informs us that the 14th day of Nissan is
called Pesach, and we are commanded to eat matzah and
retell the story of the Exodus on its first night. Similarly,
the sixth day of Sivan is identified by the Torah as the
holiday of the first fruits and a new offering. The 15th
day of Tishrei, Succos, is also described in the Written
law with great clarity as the day we are obligated to sit

in booths to remember our wanderings in the desert.
In contrast, the first day of the seventh month alone
stands silent. What is the purpose of this day or rest?
What is its name? What is a teruah? With what instrument do we sound this note? (Ramban D'rush /'Rosh
Hashana). Yes, we know the day as Rosh Hashana, the
Day of Creation, the Day of Judgment, but in the Written Law, its identity is well hidden; its name and
essence, its majesty and its awe are revealed only in the
Oral Law, Why? The written Torah is so explicit at
times, why in regard to this crucial day is its call muted?
(Rabbeinu Bachya, Vayikra).
To attempt to answer these questions, two preliminary concepts would require clarification: First, why is
Rosh Hashana, the anniversary of creation, also the
Day of Judgment? This duality is surely not haphazard
coincidence, but must represent a complementary expression of one single concept. What interrelationship
binds these two together? Second, what is the relationship between the Oral .md the Written Law? Why did
G-d purposely include vague and ambiguous passages in
the Written Law-passages which require study of the
Oral Law before their meaning becomes dear? He
surely could have made the points clear in the Written
Torah.
Bery) Gershenfeld, a native of Philadelphia, lives in Jerusalem, where he
studies in Machon Shlomo. He spends his summers in Mood us, Conneclicul, where
he is on the faculty of the Torah lnsfifute.
The Jewish Observer/September, 1983

Perceiving the lack of Understanding
To arrive at some understanding of Rosh Hashana,
the anniversary of creation, it would be in place to first
investigate some basic principles inherent in creation.
Consider, for example, something as commonplace as
an apple's fall. What laws govern its downward movement? Does the apple "desire" to return to Earth, or
does the Earth pull it? If the earth does indeed assert
some sort of pull on the fruit, does this force extend
beyond the apple, on through space? After years of
thought and contemplation, we uncover an aspect of
unity in natural occurrences-the laws of gravity. But
we have only discovered a partial unity, for in spite of
our searching and probings, we do not perceive the
ultimate unity within Creation, G-d, the Creator.
Divine providence, G-d's judgment of His creation, is
similarly concealed. Take an unusual event: One wins a
lottery. The immediate results are obvious-happiness;
but the intention behind the occurrence is obscure. Was
it an accident, a "stroke of good luck"? Or was it G-d's
involvement in human affairs? If one comes to the
realization that-yes, it was an act of Divine intervention, one has yet to understand what took placeo Was
G-d responding with love to the winner and granting
him a gift? Or was He acting in strict justice by rewarding him for past mifzvos in this world, so as to disinherit
him from the eternal joys of the world-to-come? We
may recognize the Hand of G-d in the events of Man,
but we do not dearly see G-d, the Judge and Director of
the world's events. (This question and much of the
discussion that follows is based upon Rabbi Moshe
Chaim Luzzatto's Da'as T'vunos II).
Concealment and Creation

j
I

I

An essential aspect of G-d's creation, we find, is that it
actually hides G-d's presence. Fittingly, the Hebrew
word for world is olam, from the root for "hidden",
ne'elam. Prior to creation, G-d's glory was readily apparent. It is only after creation that it is concealed and so we
must search to find Him. On no level-neither the
scientific nor the philosophical-are the laws that unite

~
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the universe readily apparent. Much thought and contemplation are required before order and unity can be
discovered. All the more so is this true in regard to
religious principles that tie the world together.
G-d must have reason for creating a world that conceals His existence, and where but in the Torah would
He reveal His reasons. The Torah's opening words
reveal as they record: "Bereishis bara Elokim-ln the
beginning, G-d created ... " Bereishis- There is a beginning. There is an order and a plan to creation. "Elokim"this plan is rooted in E/akim, which denotes G-d's attribute of judgment, and this plan is purposely concealed.
Elokim is normally understood as the attribute of
judgment; however, the term's essence is also rooted in
the concept of concealment (Nefesh Hachayim, Shaar lll). 1
This would imply then that His self-concealment and
His attribute of judgment are deeply related to one
another. What is this relationship?
Judgment and Concealment:
Giving to Receive
G-d's essential will is to be a giver. His desire is to
grant man the greatest joy possible-that is, to reveal
Himself to Man. Man, however, by virtue of being
created in G-d's image, also has a strong desire to be a
giver, and experiences shame when placed in the role ot
being a taker, receiving good he has not earned-nahama
de chasufa, bread of shame. Would G-d have revealed
Himself immediately and constantly to Man, the ultimate happiness would not have been achieved, for as
glorious as this revelation would have been to man, his
joy would have been tainted with the shame of having
received charity, unearned pleasure. Thus, G-d developed a n1ore complex creation based on His attribute of
din, in which man would earn his close'ness to G-d. The
world and all the events man experiences are cloaked in
an environment that requries man to exert himself to
come close to G-d. This exertion and toil to find G-d
gives man the feeling that he has "given" to the world
and improved it, and thus proved himself worthy of
achieving closeness to G-d. For this purpose, G-d chose
to conceal Himself in the world and to wait for man to
find Him. Concealment is rooted in G-d's attribute of
justice.
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Within the external observable world-open to such
a variety of interpretations, which G-d created to conceal His presence-is an internal plan, containing the
unity inherent in the external world. The external creation cannot be probed and understood with the eyes
alone. Revelation and wisdom are required to unite the
diverse and unify the seemingly dissonant, and to reach
these, the hidden plan must be consulted. Man actualizes his free will through thought and determination,
and brings it to completion in deed; in this way, man
justly earns his reward. He must toil in the world in
which G-d's presence is concealed, endeavoring to find
His essence.
The original Rosh Hashana-creation based on concealment-can be understood, then, if we take into
account G-d's essential desire to create a world based on
judgment. The advent of Rosh Hashana expresses these
two concepts and their harmonious connection year
after year. It is the Day of Creation, based on concealment and the Day of Judgment. How apt that Tehillim
describes the day as b"kese l'yom chagienu-the holiday
which is hidden (Targum), and as chok l"Yisrael, a statute
for Israel. It is the day on which G-d's concealment
began, when the physical world hid G-d's perfection ...
Bereishis Bara Elokim.
Duality Through Ambiguity
The duality of Rosh Hashana now may become
somewhat more clear; however, we do not yet understand the ambiguity of the verses in the Written Law. It
would still seem that the Written Law could have explicitly informed us of these facts and called Rosh Hashana
the Day of Concealment and the Day of Judgment. Why
is the lack of clarity in tl\e Written Law essential? What
can we possibly gain from this concealment? Let us now
investigate our second topic, the essential relationship
between the Oral and the Written Law.
"G-d looked into the Torah and created the world."
Torah is the blueprint employed by G-d when constructing the universe. This implies that every aspect of
creation must be found in the Torah. Thus, within its
words and spaces, in its letters and crowns, one would
find G-d's desire to allow man to earn his reward in
judgment, the duality inherent in requiring the creation
of an external world of concealment and an internal
world of unity.
It is in expression of this very theme, then, that Torah
consists of the Written Law, an external plan which is
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Behind the Concealment

iThe prophets often speak of retribution and judgment coming
from the North because din is symbolized on the compass by the
Northern Sky. The northern exposure never receives direct sunlight;
the sun hides from that sector. The word for North-tzafon-is
rooted in the word for hidden, tzafun, because G-d's presence is
expressed there in an indirect manner.

The Jewish Observer/September, 1983
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dear to the eye, but confusing to the mind, and the Oral
Law, hidden from the eye, but granting clarity to the
mind. When studying the Written Law, it is often difficult to perceive the specific concept that a particular
passage is communicating. There are many explanations possible for any given verse, and we are unsure of
which is correct. The essence, the true meaning, is
concealed. The Oral Law reveals the correct understanding of the text, and then the Written Law's message becomes clear. Torah, reflecting the attribute of
din, was the basis of a material creation based on concealment. But the blueprint contains two faces-the
cryptic and the revealed-and so too does the"construction" it produces contain these same two faces. This is
the pattern of creation, G-d's design in all things. 2
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Rosh Hashana's Hidden Agenda , , .
Crypticly Expressed

ATTENDANTS

Now perhaps we can gain some insight into why
Rosh Hashana is described so ambiguously in the Written Law, for Rosh Hashana is the day of din, the anniversary of creation based on concealment. By its very
nature, this day of Judgment should find its source in
the "blueprint"-the Torah-in a similarly unrevealed
manner. Its expression-which is muted in the revealed
physical world so that man can have free choice and
earn his reward-will be similarly muted in the Written
Torah.> Its clarity of expression, the revelation of G-d's
plan, is only disclosed in the Oral Law.
The ambiguity of the Written Law in relation to Rosh
Hashana is now pregnant with meaning. It is our blueprint for dealing with the problems of life. Taken as they
are simply stated, these verses concerning Rosh Hashana could be interpreted in any number of ways. We
grapple with them to find meaning: What is the essence
of the day? We are confused by the myriad alternatives;

needed for
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21f one inquires more deeply into the act of creation, one will note
that even the essential building blocks of creation, the Alef-Beis,
exhibit this dual structure (revealed, with essence concealed). The
Hebrew language is consonantal with vowels only to be inferred. The
external face is easily perceived, but difficult to understand. The
internal face, the vowels, clarify the external face, the consonants,
For example, if English were a consonantal system, then we would be
faced by the dilemma of "bt." What does it mean? Bit, but, boat, bat,
bite, boot? Only with the soul of vowels does its meaning become
dear.
3 We can now gain some insight into why O/am Habba is not explicitly mentioned in the Written Law. Olllm Habba is the world of din,
reward and punishment, G-d's inner plan toward which all of world
history flows. If the reward and punishment were clearly expressed
in the world, then man would have no test in life. To allow for free
will and judgment, its revelation in the world is veiled. Similarly, its
expression in the original blueprint, the Written Law, must also be
veiled. The Cemora f Pesaclrim SOA) similarly notes that this world is a
world of confusion (external plan) and that 0111111 J1abba (internal plan)
is one of clarity. In the Oral Law, Olam Habba is clearly stated, while in
the Written Law, its expression is muted.
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Learning the Process of Discovery

Endorsed Sy:

By hiding the essence of Rosh Hashana and prompting us to search for its essence, G-d, in effect, is forcing
us to become aware of our intellectual stance in the
world. The Torah has taught us more than mere factsit has taught us the process of discovery, the process of
renewal. 4 We lift our eyes from the text and realize that
by their nature, the challenging problems of our world
are parallel to the challenges of the text. The search in
the Written Law had informed us that we live in a world
of din, in which G-d's presence and the ultimate meaning
of life are hidden. We recognize that the essence of Rosh
Hashana-creation and judgment-is the challenge of
life. This world, our world, is filled with hints and subtle
statements, yet we have not searched for its soul. And,
by the same token, we have not sought to discover its
Oral Law. We must turn inward to find a new beginning. The time to do so is during the ten days designated
for turning inward, beginning with Rosh Hashana.
Rosh Hashana, as vaguely communicated in the Written Law and piercingly enunciated in the Oral Law,
awakens man to his own superficiality and directs him
to search for his spiritual essence. In a world filled with
concealment, we often see and do not think, because the
soul becomes lost behind the corporeality of the body. If
we but perceive the external world and fail to inquire
and investigate the wisdom within it, we are estranged
from the essence of creation. We have mentally slumbered ... We must introspect. We must awaken and
begin the new year.
Even though the blowing of the shofar on Rosh Hashana is a
'gezeiras hakasuv,' there is a secret hidden in it: "Wake up you
sleepers from your sleep and you slumberers from your
slumber. Search your actions, do teshuva and remember your
Creator."
-RAMBAM, TESHUVA 3,6.
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unsure of beginning, unsure of an end. It is as though
we are lost. By contrast, the Oral Law reveals the passage's meaning and we recognize the First of Tishrei as
the Day of Creation. We recognize it as the Day of
Judgment. And, in a broader context, we recognize the
purpose of our existence.
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4The Torah notes the problem of personal confusion caused by a
lack of introspection in the classic Gemora (Babba Basra, 7Sb) Ba'u
Cheshbon, which stipulates the need for a daily personal accounting.
Here again there appears to be a great divergence between the literal
p'shat in the Written Law and the Oral Law's expression of our need to
introspect daily: This divergence expresses the process involved in
breaking the superficial vision of routinized living, relating only to
the external reality. Just as one would never realize that this passage
from the Written Law fBamidbar 21:27) expressed this valuable concept, similarly without personal introspection one would miss many
essential elements of his own personal essence. The Oral Law
teaches us more than just facts. It makes us aware of the need for
search and introspection, and reveals how the process of renewal
begins.
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One of today's most
I
pressing Jewish health problems
is not being solved by doctors.
I
It's being solved by
The Bostoner Rebbe Shlit'a, of Boston.
1l1ousan(b of)<:'\YS. fron1
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corners of the Earth. flock to Bos-

ton for its advanced 1nec.Jical capahilitie-;. Because \Yhen ir con1es to
n1edical treatn1ent. Boston serYes
the ,,·orkt
()ur Je\vs arrive frightened

Today. \·irtually the entire
(]1assidic <:enter houses R<>FEF·{
patients. :\"e\Y n1edi<.::al techniques

involve lengthier out·parient treatments. :\long \\·ith the sick. families arriYe tootler support and sray
for months and even ~-ears. A.nd
ne\V. exclusive 1nedical treatments
bring more Je\vs every day
Is this a concern for l"he
Rebbe Shlit"a alone? ()r should this
concern he shared hy the entire
A.n1erican je\vish Community?
A ne\V facility has become

and disoriented. Besides facing rht:
traun1a of holding on to a final

hope. rhey are confronted \Yith an
impossible niedical hureacracy.
the need for food and shelter. the
threat (>f unfamiliar surroundings.
a language barrier and the need for
support.
Bur Boston has a Rebbe. Grand

available. It \VOUld offer in1porlan[
self-esteem by housing patients

Rabbi Levi Yitzchak Horo\vitz Shlir"a.
And TI1e Rehbe's personal
responsiblity of one je\\: to another

has become American je\\Ty's
solution to theje\vish sick from the
L.S. and abroad.
PROJECT ROFEH began over
.30 years ago. A.n Israeli \Vho didn't
speak English. arrived in Boston
for delicate heart surgery. Grand
Rabbi Levi Yitzchak Horo\vitz not

only served as interpreter. but
located a fan1ous surgeon. organized round-the-clock volunteers
and supplied much needed compassion and companionship.

Since then. The Rebbe has
nourished an extensive net"-''Ork of

expert medical contacts. An advisory board was established to
determine whether trips from

and fan1ilies in suites \Vith bedrooms. living rooms antl kitchenettes. Its proxin1ity to lbt'. Rebbe
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\VOuld insure personal support.
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Yes. I think health care in Boston
should be an AmericanJewish concern.
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bedrooms in The Rebbe's head-
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quarters was devoted exclusively
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abroad were warranted. A floor of

age an atmosphere of congeniality.
strength. and alive Judaism.
Finding the right doctor. hospital and 1nedical procedure. Serving as liaison and interpreter. Pro\"iding food and shelter. And gi\·ing
)c\\·s the support and self«:.'"steem
thev need. That's what PROJECT
ROFEH is about. And that's wh,· it
should be every je\v·s concern.

to [he Je\Yish sick ..--\nd more continued to come.
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To thousands of desperately illJews, Boston wouldn't be Boston
without The Bostoner Rebbe Shlit'a

Entering its eighth year

Mechon HaHoyroa
and its newly established Beis Din,
wish Klal Yisroel !<t:rn:i <to'nm <t:l'n:i

Achievements thus far:
e Over 120 advanced Talmudic scholars are currently
under full Mechon HaHoyroa programs to complete the
entire Four Sections of the Shulchan Aruch. Five men from

the original seven that launched Mechon HaHovroa have
completed Choshen Mishpat {Business Law) after 61h years
of inte-nsive study.

e The first group of 15 Kollel fellows have been ordained
\Vith Yadin Yadin and are member of the special bais din, that
meets regularly in Monsey.

• Mechon HaHoyroa has founded, and now guides and
supports 7 distinct Kollel groups: 4 in Jerusalem, 1 in Ash~
clod, 2 in Monsey.

e The Mechon HaHoyroa kollelim now have
functioning Batei Din that are handling dinei Torah in the
full context of Shulchan Aruch, and are dealing with a
steady stream of ha lac hie queries, producing an impressive
volume of Ii"'\!U responsa.
• The ripple effect from Mechon HaHoyroa has reached
many other yeshivas and koll.elim, inspiring the setting of longrange goals and the introduction of more substantial stipends
in these other institutions.

• Mechon HaHoyroa sponsors an incentive plan to
encourage enrichment programs for teenage students. Its
"Veshinantom" organization offers cash incentives to yeshiva
students to broaden their knowledge of Talmud, rewarding
them for passing comprehensive bekiyus examinations on 50
or more hlau Gemora.
• The Monsey-based Mechon HaHoyroa Beis Din
assists in preparing legal last wills in conformance with
halachic guidelines, as a service to the broad public.
•The first volume of Yissachar BeOhalecha, an anthology
of halachic responsa and discussions by Meehan members,
was published to the enthusiastic response of leading rabbinic
figures. A second volume is in preparation.

Begin 5744 by joining the supporters of
Mechon HaHoyroa.
Invest your tzeddaka dollar in the growth of highlyqualified, hand-picked Yungeleit-spreading Torah
and fostering the development of poskim to serve our
people.
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·------------------Mechon HaHoyroa,
POB 371, Monsey, N.Y. 10952

Gentlemen;
I want ro participate in the supporr of the work of Mee hon HaHoyroa:
D Enclosed please find my contribution of$ - - - - - - - - - -

0 Enclosed please f i n d $ - - - - - · - - - - - - - - first of my monthly contributions.
Name _ _ __

Address-------·--------------

Every dollar you contribute is translated into Torah
support of the highest caliber!
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C i t y • - - - - - - - State
Al! contrihu1w11-1 are

tax

Zip _ _ _ _ _ __
dediu1ible.
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David Ben-Zvi

THE NEXT-TO-LAST DREAM
I gave you Torah, teachers, books-Did you fix times to learn?"

I dreamed I stood on that dread day
When a man no more can lie.
My appetites remained to rot,
My flesh to putrefy,

I did-I did. I often did;
I set a time of day,
And I would keep it for a while,
From March, perhaps, to May-

And I was called to question
Before the Righteous Judge
Whom penitence and prayer may move
But wheedling cannot budge.

But always something interfered,
I don't remember what.
It seemed so urgent at the timeMy voice said, "I did not."

I heard no angels singing psalms,
I saw no marble hall:
There was only dark, and fear, and aweThere was nothing else at all.

I did not watch my enemy smile,
Nor see the angels sneer;
But shame, distraught, seeped through my soul,
And chilled my open fear.

He asked, "Did you deal honestly,
With weigh ts and measures true?"
I wanted to explain to Him,
"I dealt as men will do."

"And tell Me, did you marry? Did
You wait for My strong Hand?
Did you hone your heart with wisdom?
Did you try to understand?"

I wanted to say, "Fairly well,
as business matters go."
I wanted to say, "Not so bad -"
I heard my voice say, "No."

I did not dare to raise my eyes,
Nor speak my Father's name;
I did not dare to speak the truth
That seared my throat like flame.

I waited for the world to split
When I knew what I had said,
But the darkness stayed, the silence still,
And the awe that changed to dread.

I could not live another life,
And I could no longer die;
But I woke into this welcome world
Where a man, for now, can lie. i..1

"I did not send you lost to live,
To err, and then to burn;
David Ben-Zvi, an Americ.an living in Bnei Brak, studies in a kollel !here.
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Ezriel Toshavi

A Strife-filled Summer in Jerusalem
A Look at An Issue That Prompts
Dozens of Questions, But Offers Few Answers
"In front of Mr. Tarler were a series of stone
steps, uncovered in the digs since 197 8, that archeologists believe led to the hilltop citadel from which
King David ruled ]udea.
"In the earth below, a 2,000 year-old seal was
found bearing the name Gemaryahu Ben Shaphan,
an Israelite official mentioned in Jeremiah, chapter
36. The question is what should take priority: religious values or the ability lo uncover such relics."
(NY TIMES/ Aug. 3)
Who Will Direct the Conflict?

As predictable as the chamsin winds that waft unbearable heat through the streets of Jerusalem, July brings a
covey of archeologists to the foot of the Temple Mount,
and strife amongst the citizens of the City of Peace.
While the chamsin winds are borne with savlanut, lightened by an awareness that the evenings will bring relief
to the stone streets of the city, the strife can only inspire
a dozen questions, questions that can be condensed into

I

lr

an overwhelming one that is bigger than this single
issue: How will the conflicts between secular and religious forces in Israel be resolved, and by whom?
This particular incident, Chapter "1983" of an ongoing conflict, began with a determination by the Asra
Kadisha (The Committee for Safeguarding the Sanctity
of Burial Places) that parts of the Section "G" of the City
of David dig were free of human remains, and could be
explored with pickaxes and whiskbrooms, while other
parts indisputably covered an ancient cemetery, and

'

I
•

should not be violated. A cement retaining wall would
be required to prevent spill-over from the sacrosanct
area into the dig. The Ministry of Education signed an
agreement with Asra Kadis ha to adhere to these findings,
but Yigael Shilo, in charge of the dig, instead erected a
wooden retaining wall which, not incidentally, would
permit easy access to forbidden grounds .... This violation of the signed agreement prompted some people to
bring the cause to the streets, and gave impetus to
others to pass a law that would better control the
archeological situation. Which makes us wonder: Why
couldn't Shilo consent to the full request as signed?
Ezriel Toshavi ob$erves lhe Israeli scene far readers of THE JEWISH OBSERVER.
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Pressing the Issue

The Israeli media picked up the confrontation and
decried the"obscurantism" of the Orthodox who would
block "an unobstructed window to the past because of
their narrow considerations," distorting the conflict so

as to make it appear that the Orthodox are antiarcheology, when they are onlypro-kavod hames, but back
other explorations into the past. Let us ask the media:
Do they really believe that inanimate stones are a more
eloquent link to King David than the fervent recitation
of his Tehillim by people to whom his words are alive,
and who anxiously await the coming of his progeny?
In the meantime, the Agudath Israel Knesset representation brought up a bill that would remove archeological digs from thejurisidiction of the Education Ministry
and put it under religious control. But the digs still
continued.
An Asra Kadis ha delegation was received by the Gerer

Rebbe, Rabbi Simcha Bunim Alter, who encouraged all
efforts to halt the dig-even to increase prayer on
behalf of their cause-but not to resort to physical
force. The same directive was strongly voiced by the
Ponevezher Rosh HaYeshiva, Rabbi Elazar Shach, and
was repeated by numerous Yeshiva heads and religious
leaders. Nonetheless, on Rosh Chodesh Av Ouly 18),
Neturei Karla spokesmen called for a public demonstration to march from Mea Shearim to the dig site to say
Tehillim. and issued a plea for 1,000 volunteers to go to
jail, if necessary, for the honor of those buried in Area
"G". (By contrast, a 4 a.m. Tehillim gathering convened by
the Aida Hachareidis one week later with a police permit
took place without incident.)
Predictably, the police came out in full force to prevent the unlicensed march. Predictably, some demonstrators hurled stones at the police from an adjacent
rooftop and set garbage receptacles and rubber tires
afire. And, beyond any precedent, the police responded
with unrestrained fury, swinging dubs, indiscriminately
bashing heads, making wholesale arrests. In addition,
one group of police hurled tear gas bombs into the
Mirrer Yeshiva, five blocks from the scene, while others
gassed private homes in the Batei Warsaw section. Yet
others invaded the Kamenitz Beis Midrash several
blocks distant, and dragged away students who-in
compliance with their Rosh Yeshiva's directives to shun
the demonstration-were sitting and learning. T.V.
The Jewish Observer/Sepfember, 1983

1
screens and newspaper photographs recorded scenes of
a policeman beating a woman, blood flowing from her
brow, another seizing a man by his beard and payos,
pulling him into a police van. Scores of innocent bystanders were arrested and kept in prison cells with
terrorists and street criminals for over a week ....
It was not until the Agudath Israel Knesset members
held a lengthy meeting with Prime Minister Begin (who
expressed shame over the police's unbridled brutality),
threatening to bolt the coalition if the situation would
not improve radically, that the prisoners' situation
began to change. Prime Minister Begin, in turn, pressured Police Minister Dr. Josef Burg to get the prisoners
released. This took some prodding, for Burg was being
toasted in the media for his strong arm tactics against
the restless residents of Mea Shearim. In fact, he was
joined by his fellow National Religious Party Knesset
members in "strongly condemning the disgraceful acts
perpetrated by the so-called ultra-Orthodox',.-but not
a word did they utter about police excesses .... Ultimately, the prisoners were released on bail only after
Agudah Knesset members exerted additional pressure.

Police) enter a hospital and drag out a friend of an ailing
yeshiva student for no crime other than visiting a
prisoner?

YESHIVA------------....
GEDOLA
IDRAS
CHESED

• Bais Medrash for the
serious ta/mid age 17-23.

• Shiurim in lyun, Bekius,
Halacha, Chumash, and Mussar.

• Dedicated to helping a bochur
realize his full potential.

I
..____
For an interview contact:

RABBI AHRON GARFINKEL

Seven Cameo Ridge Road
Monsey, New York 10952
(914) 352-6214/356-0888

Why the Disputes Hit the Street
We are not asking why the Neturei Karla brought the
dispute to the violence-prone streets. Their ranks
include hot heads who are only too anxious to polarize
Israeli society, and will not let an opportunity slip by to
antagonize the cops, and trigger massive retaliation of a
nature to make any religious Jew despise the government. Their motivation is obvious. They cannot tolerate
the gains that are being realized for religious causes
within the system, along guidelines formulated by Gedolei Yisroel-gains that include the virtual elimination of
the draft of religious women into the army, the legal
stop to unauthorized autopsies, markedly increased
funding of yeshivas, and the like. Such achievements
put the lie to their claim that working within the system
brings with it compromise of principle and sacrifice of
gains possible through street confrontation. So with a
good cause, peppered with some weH-aimed stones,
they can trigger massive indiscriminate police brutality-a sure-fire way to radicalize the Torah community.
Then, with more than a little help from the religionbating Israel press, the gap between the religious and
secular communities becomes an unbridgable chasm.
Where Are the Liberals?

Test it for

~at mechanicals.

You'll switch.

What every traveler
to New York should know.
Manhattan hotels. Too expensive.
Want to return home with money left in your pocket?
Try Park House Hotel. In Brooklyn. Only 30 fast subway
minutes from Manhattan.
L.ixurious accommodations at half the price.
Maid and wake-up selVice. Breakfast room. Colort.v.,
guest-controlled air-eonditioning, kitchenette in every
room. Many plush conveniences.
All4-room transient hotel for a vacation or a night.
Near restaurants, shopping, sightseeing and
everything you need for a beautiful,
yet econornical, stay.
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Looking at the police record, one cannot help but
wonder: Why? Why is blood of religious Jews hefker-free
for the letting at the whim of brutal police? Why is there
no format for civil complaint against wanton police
brutality, in marked contrast to other Western democracies? Why are innocents kept in jail for days on end
without bail? By what right do Shomrei Hagvu/ (Border
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1206-48th Street
Brooklyn, New York ll219
(212) 871-8!00
Call or write for free color brochure.
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Moreover, where are the liberals, who cry so eloquently in defense of poor Arabs who suffer "massive
retaliation" for the sins of a few criminals? Where is
their outcry of "prejudicial treatment" when a busload
of "black" passengers (men in black hats, black suits,
white shirts, and modestly clad women) from Bnei Brak
is sent back from the Kikar HaShabbos terminal because
its passenger load (in their unquestioning judgment)
forms a potential threat to the peace? Why do the bleeding hearts suddenly fall silent when their own brethrenreligious Jews-are being subject to treatment identical to or even worse than that imposed on Hebron's
Arabs?-Because the "crime" of the "black" populace
was committed for the sake of religious principles,
which the liberals disavow, rather than for political
agitation, with which they can identify?

Cover of NRP pamphlet: "Judaism
and Violence.

protest the excesses of Mea Shearim kids by piously
declaring that: "Judaism and violence are incompatible,"
while it fails to object to police brutality by declaring:
"Police protection and violence are incompatible"? Why
does Dr. Burg's Ministry of Police flood Mea Shearim
with an army of police, in contnst to their total lack of
response to the violence in Mekor Baruch, eight blocks
to the north, where secular youth gangs threw smoke
· .... os into the home of the Belzer Rebbe? The youths
were protesting against the Rebbe's role in "tipping" the
formerly secular neighborhood toward a religious
majority. Did the incident prompt the government to
add police protection? -not one additional officer. Hardly anyone in the media even bothered to express
shock-only sympathy for the outnumbered secular
residents of the area!

NRP's Middle Initial
Why do the Government Ministers from the National
Religious Party (Mizrachi) fail to live up to the implications of their middle name? Why is Education Minister,
Zevulun Hammer, who is in charge of archeological
digs, more responsive to the preferences of Yigael
Yadin, Shilo, and their colleagues to dig as they wish,
than to the religious prohibition against disturbing
graves? How can Yehuda Ben Meir call upon the police
"to use all means to put an end to this disgrace" (i.e., the
Mea Shearim demonstration),* knowing full well what
"all means" can entail? Why does NRP's organ, Halzofeh,
~Quoted

in Jerusalem Post. July 17"23
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is proud to announce its expansion into Boro Park.
We will now be able to accommodate all our
customers in our two locations:
4623·16th Avenue (entrance on 47th Street)
1129 East 12nd Street (between Ave. 's K&L)

I

Our Grand Re-Opening will be ;t"'~

~

Sunday, August 28 -

11:00 A.M.

(212) 252-8975
All phone orders shipped within 24 hours.
We ship nationwide.

A year ago we developed a recognized and fully* accredited
course to prepare young women for the ever-expanding
opportunities available in Special Education.
Sara Schenirer Seminary, in affiliation with the Jewish
Center for Special Education, and supported by all major
Jewish organizations engaged in Special Education, now
enters its second year.
Perhaps you should inquire to see if we can help you to
meet your goals!
Mrs. Dorothy Grossbaum
Rabbi M. Meisels
Dean,
Sara Schenirer Seminary

Coordinator

DT. Ahamn H. Fried
Dean, Jewish Center f()f'
Special Education

\

INSTITUTE F0~,~~~~;1L EDUCATION
4622·14th AVENUE
BROOKLYN, N.Y. 11219
(212) 375-7270
uru.1 offeredmconjunction tt'ith the Co. l!egeofSwten lsla11d, City Uml~r.>ir:v

Neu' York.
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In an interview with Koteret Reishit, wellknown Israeli archeologist Dov Ben-Meir declared: "We intended to dig in our area, which
was 150 meters from Area G. We had not yet
begun when Rabbi Shimon Anshin of Asra
Kadisha appeared and ordered us to stopthere were graves ahead. I proposed that we
continue to dig until it is apparent that we've
reached graves, at which point we would stop.
We wrote out these terms and signed the
document-Professor Mazar and I. After several hours of excavations, we came across
marked graves ...
"Later when the controversy over Area G
broke out and archeologists signed a claim
that there is no cemetery there, I did not sign. I
personally had come across graves in direct
line with Area G."
reprinted in HAMODIA
12 Menachem Av/July 22

. L .

1

two terms are self-contradictory? . . When will the
hotheads who seek to precipitate violence-and their
well-meaning followers-learn that the roads to
achievement are paved, not with good intentions alone,
nor with rocks hurled from the rooftops? The police
carry heavier truncheons, and use them with greater
force. The road is paved with the "footsteps of those
that preceed them," the Gedolei Yisroel who will fight
valiantly for their rights, but not with violence.
"'i'.

KARKAINISRAEL

to

Take advantage of the opportunity
purchase ·
cemetery plots ih Eretz Visroelin Mifgash Shimshon
near Yerushalayim through our newly established
CHEVRAH OSEH CHESED OF AGUDATH ISRAEL
Membership in the .Chevraentitles oneto all benefits .Which accompany the services of a Chevra. Kadi·
sha and interment. When you purchase a plot from
the Chevra Oseh Chesed of Agudath Israel, you are
supporting the many Agudist activities especially
the Pirchei and Bnosactivities as .well as aFreeloan
Fund in Israel.

(212) 791·1800

More Questions

Why must a country in siege fail to recognize that
internal harmony is at least as important as international peace, and that one Jew wi11 never come to respect
another Jew until he comes to respect "the Jew" in his
past, "the Jew" in his national identity, and "the Jew"
within himself? When will the secular Jew learn that the

TEACHING POSITION-Small frum New
England Elementary School seeks creative
person to join tat ented faculty. Supportive
environment encourages teacher growth.
High staff morale. Only one part time
opening. Call collect: 203·772-9925.

j

Exclusive Caterers at the Elegant

COTILLION TERRACE
7307 18th Avenue

\

Brooklyn, NY
PHILLIP FELDHElM, INC.
200 Airport Executive Park.
Spring Valley, N.V. 10977

c

0 pen Chupa-Glatt Kosher
Accommodations Up To 700 Persons

'

We also cater for all your simchas
Bris, Kiddushes, Sheva Brochas, etc.
at home, synagogue, or the hall of your choice

CALL MR. GREENFIELD 436-2112
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WE CARRY A WIDE RANGE OF AUTOMOBILES
Compacts - Mid Siz:e - Cargo & Passenger Vans

STATION WAGONS- FULL SIZE CARS
Dally - Weekly - Monthly Rates
• Free Mileage Plans • MaJor Credll Cards
•Short & Long Term Leasing• All Make• & Models
Let U• Tailor A lease To Flt Your Needs

Citicar

Auto Rental, & Leasing

See The World

Through The Eyes Of The Talmud

Due to popular demand, the Chizuk Institute of Torah Studies
announces a special class on the Talmud.
The Talmud or oral law is the basic text of Judaism that
provides the exclusive guidance of the Jewish people in all
facets of life.

5620 New Utrecht Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y., corner 57th St.
Open Sun.-Thurs. 8-6:30, Fri. till 3:00

(212) 435-8111

NEW ADDITIONAL LOCATION:
249 W. 43rd St. NYC 10036
Tel. no. 382·1555

SHOMER SHABBOS

This class is open to men of varied backgrounds, designed to
develop the student's ability to read and understand the Talmud.
Different aspects of Judaism will be discussed including Jewish
law, the Torah perspective on contemporary issues, belief,
practices and traditions.
Sessions are held every Wednesday evening at 7:45 PM in the
Flatbush section of Brooklyn.

AU sessions are free!
Nominal registration fee of $5.00

Subscribe, Renew or Give
The Jewish Observer now and save.

e One Year/$15.00 (for ten issues)
e Two Years/$27.00 (a $40 value)
e Three years/$36.00 (a $60 value)

Chizuk • "The Torah Link"
AnA.o•n<)'oli\Jo>d>th],_LWorldO...,.,..°"''

FiveBeekmanS1reet I NewYorl<,N.Y.10038/

(Add $1 per year for overseas subscriptions)
Clip and

sav~

The Jewish Observer
5 Beekman Street I New York, N.Y. 10038
0 One Year $15.00
0 Two Years $27.00
0 Three Years only $36.00
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Netzach Yisrael
38 Suzanne Drive, Monsey, NY 10952

Send magazine to:

AddreH~---------------~

City -------~•tate/Zip----

From:
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City -------~tate/Zip·-------

..
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Opens its doors to all Jewish girls with limited
background in Yiddishkeit who are interested
in broadening their knowledge of Judaism.
We offer:
• short-term and long-term programs with a
full curriculum and dormitory,
• evening sessions,
• daily seminars,
• Shabbatons.
For more information on our program and
forthcoming Shabbatonim scheduled for September 2·4, October 14-16, and October 28·30,
call (212) 232-0070 or (914) 425-3487,
between 10:00-2:00 P.M. or (914) 425-8378.
Or write to the above address.

Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
We are sorry, but due to high bank charges, all payments
must be made in US dollars, drawn on a US bank.
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second looks
at the jewish scene
Liberal Judaism or Jewish Liberalism?
For years, Reform Jews have laid
claim to guarding the ethical imperatives of Judaism as the essence
of "prophetic Judaism," and as a
result have espoused every liberal
cause that crossed the Op-Ed pages
of our times as being authentically
Jewish. But they divorced humanistic sentiments from their Torah
sources, and this is in itself, a distortion of truth, and contrary to Judaism. Some of the results of this
Liberalism-Equals-Judaism credo,
taken on their own terms, have
been downright ridiculous. (Jn support of Cesar Chevez's attempts to
unionize California farm workers,
they declared: "Lettuce picked by
non-union hands is treifa.") Other
times, the liberalism espoused by
the Reform has been anti-Jewish;
would it come from other sources, it
would be labeled Anti-Semitic.

Tue New York Times/May 10, 1983

The Nylon Trip-Wire

Proposal would Increase area
bounded by eruv by 10 percent.

One case in point is a projected
extension of an existing eiruv to
serve the Lawrence area of Long
Island. To incorporate the additional
area, use would have to be made of
public utility poles, and this could
only be done with the cooperation of
the local municipality.
Enter the local political leadership:
The village attorney and all five
members of Lawrence's Village
Council are Reform Jews; and suddenly the municipality is wary of
giving sanction to something they
see as purely religious. After all, liberal Judaism-or is it Jewish liberalism ?-which has rejected all that is
sacred in Judaism, must at all costs

protect the sacred separation of
church and state. No ordinance
should be passed to facilitate the
practice of any religion. So last winter, when the question first arose,
the board members turned for advice
to). Irwin Shapiro, a former Federal
judge who now practices law in
Mineola, LI. In a 20 page memorandum, he wrote that "it would be
constitutionally impermissible" for
the board to approve the application
because of the "principle and primary effect" of doing so would be "to
permit public property to be used to
advance a nonsecular interest."
Rabbi Gilbert Klaperman-Rabbi
of Congregation Beth Sholom,
which established the existing eiruv
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REFORM JUDAISM
To the Editor of TM Jerusalem Post

Sir,-! read the comments of ·
Rabbi Balfour Brickner (A Divided Vision, The Jerusalem
Post, July 4, 1983) with great
amusement. Unwittingly, he
serves as the .best spokesman
for the demise and confusion
within Reform Judaism.
Having been raised in America's Reform movement during
the 1960's, l recall the pulpit and
classroom emphasis on civil ·
rights, Vietnam and the like,
while Jewish issues and under"
standing were sadly neglected.
Since then, I have joined the
thousands of Reform dropouts
to learn what Rabbi Brickner's
movement failed to teach.
Values such as Rabbi Brickner's are as devoid of Jewish
content as the social action
causes he thrives upon. His
stance on aliya to Israel as
"nonsense" should serve as a
clue to his sense of identity.
While the exigencies of the ·
Reform movement have consistently failed to leave room for
religious expression, thOse of
use who have take.n the path of
traditional Judaism have found
ample opportunity for secular
expression as well.
Jerusalem
DAVID HYMAN
in 1973-who teaches law at Hoffstra University and is also president
of the Rabbinical Council of America, countered that the Constitution
permits "passive accommodation" so
long as there is "no entanglement"
between a municipality and a petitioner.
"The wire's purpose is not religious or social," Rabbi Klaperman
said." All it does is enable a person to
move."
The basis for this counter-argument is obvious: The eiruv construction would entail no expenses to the
government, no establishment of
any religous group, no support of
any religious activity. Just permission to string up a nylon cord. But
with the eiruv rises the spectre of
young Orthodox couples pushing
baby carriages on the Jewish sab-

..
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ti on of some of the country's most

REFORM: THE BT FEAR

1
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From time to time, the Reform leadership seems to ··
betray a nervousness regarding defectors to Orthodoxy. Hence their nastiness
toward baalei teshuva. Case
in point: Their defense of ·
their opposition to the Agunah Bill is based on the .
State's alleged coercion of a .
non-Orthodox Jew to issue
a get when divorcing his wife.
Since this is obviously not
the case, the explanation (in
an interview with Steward
Ain in the L /. Jewish World,
Aug .. 5-11} was: "The bill
requires a Reform Jew who
does not believe in a get to
grant a get if his wife insists
on it because she is going to
marry an Orthodox Jew."
Against the Agunah Bill?
Blame the baa/ teshuva
again.

A STEP
AHEAD
•

Ill

KOSHER

FOODS
Round Holiday

CHALLAH

I

bath, making their presence an obvious feature in a heretofore WASPdominated suburbia.
Can Jews who march for black
rights in Selma, Alabama, who rally
for Gay Rights in New York's
Sheridan Square, who lobby for
Chicano rights in Texas-can such
Jews fight other Jews just to spare
themselves the embarrassment of
association with Jewish-looking
Jews? For the sake of"liberalism"some even call it Judaism-why not?

"Blintzes Potato Latkes
<.Raw Fish •' Prepared Fish
'' Onion Rings'' Pastn; Dough
u Chopped Liver '' Poultry
u Fully Cooked Gefi\te Fish
'' Dessert Puffs

I

The Agunah Law

... You know it
means Quality

More recently, and of greater significance, we have the Orthodox
community's valiant effort to relieve
the plight of the agunah-a woman
whose husband has left her but has
refused to issue her a get-a religious
divorce, which is a must for her to be
able to remarry.
Agudath Israel of America's Commission on Legislation and Civic
Action invested years of meticulous
work, with guidance from leading
halachic authorities and the coopera-

A Date to Circle
On Your Calendar:
Sunday evening,
June 3, 1984
the 62nd Annual Dinner of
Agudath Israel of Arnerica
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respected legal experts, in drafting a
bill to get the agunah off the hook.
This has finally been accomplished
by making the effectiveness of a
legal divorce dependent on the parties to the divorce attesting to the
absence of any further "barriers to
remarriage" -that is, religious divorce, where required.
Introduced to the New York
State Assembly by Assemblyman
Sheldon Silver, and to the Senate by
Senators Martin Conner, John
Marchi, and Norman Levy, it passed
both houses with near unanimity.
Before Governor Cuomo signed the
bill into law on August 8, he received
a letter, later printed in the Letters
page of The New York Times and
released to the entire press, from
the Reform leadership-the vice
president of the Union of American
Hebrew Congregations and the director of the New York Federation
of Reform Synagogues. They asked
the Governor to veto the bill because
of their "deep concern" about the
legislation, which they described as
a "blatant violation of the principle
of separation of church and state."
The bill is a "clear attempt to use the
authority of the state to enforce a
religious requirement," they
claimed.
They added that the bill, if enacted, would be similar to "requiring
a baptismal certificate to enter public school ... a clear infringement of
the first Amendment to the Constitution of the United States and also
of the New York State Constitution."
But their arguments are specious.
The law is simply designed to make
certain that one party to a divorce
not secure a strangle-hold on the
other party's ability to remarry. The
same way in which the government
recognizes the binding nature of a
religious wedding ceremony, so too
would it take into account the religious divorce. The law will not affect
the dissolution of Reform marriages.
It would put no universally applied
requirements for divorce on the
general populace. It would only affect Orthodox Jews and others who

- -

. } ! !•.
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Lawrence), or more humanistic than
ify ERA, suddenly flip-flop on this
believe in the validity of a get-and it
issue of such importance to women
would help some innocent women
putting an end to a personal tragedy
(being locked in an unhappy marwho are being exploited? Do these
move out of a desperate situation
and put together their lives after
die-hard positions in any way reflect
riage)? How can these champions of
undergoing a tragic phase.
Women's Rights, who backed a boyeither liberalism or Judaism?
1.1:
cott of those states that did not ratBy what stretch of its definition
are these misled guardians of the . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . ,
Constitution promoting "Judaism"?
And since when is protecting the
letter of a man-made constitution
more important than helping fellow
human beings overcome hardship
(being "locked-in" on Sabbath in
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Kosher wine
neechttbe sweet
just special

LllKOTEllNC;,do I. Rasenbci-g .
10 W•w47th Stniet; R1">ni 702 .
N<>w York,N.'I\ 10036 ·
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Pincus Mandel
Cemetery Consultant
Representative of Chevros
Kadisha in Jerusalem
with karka on Har Hazaitim, Sanhedria and Har Hamnuchot; also
sole agent for the "ADMAT KODESH" Cemetery in SEFAT, near
the " TZIYON" of R'PINCHAS
Ben YAIRand MERONCemetery,
in the vicinity of the ."OHEL" of
R'SHIMON BAR YOCHAI. Karka
also available on all other COMMUNITY-OWNED Cemeteries in
Eretz Yisrael, controlled and main~
tained by the CHEVRA KADISH A
of the COMMUNITY .. Not a
PRIVATELY-OWNED BUSINESS.

1569 47th Street
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11219
Day and Night Phone
(212) 855-5121
Honesty -

Integrity -

Responsibility
Over 30 Years of Dedicated Service to
the Orthodox Jewish Community
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And special means Kedem. From world-renowned
vine}<lrds in France, Italy, California and New York. Rated and
recommended by leading wine critics and editors,
Kedem wines are superior to the world's great wines
for one special reason, they're kosher.

l{Et11,:M®
fORA HAPPYAND HEAITHY NEW WAR
FOR FREE BOOKLET "KEDEM'S GUIDE TO ROSH HASHANAH" SEND STAMPED SELF ADDRESSED
BUSINESS SIZE ENVELOPE TO, KWC. 420 KENT AVENUE. BROOKLYN, N.Y. 1121 I
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Miriam Religious Supplies
48 CANAL STREET, NEW YORK CITY 10002
Tel. (212) 925-9272 I Toll Free: 800-221-9424

is the location for

THE M. FRIEDMAN ESROG CENTER

I

We are pleased to inform the Orthodox public that we once again have available for purchase choice Esrogirn from
Eretz Yisroel, guaranteed "bilti murkav"-of an unmixed strain-as attested to by the Beis Din Tzeddek of
Yerushalayim-C'7tvii':l ~"i::i as well as by a letter of certification from K"'0'7W ,OK'ilt'''l ilWO 'i iUClii :liii
KiiipO ji;:,'tu P"i'i i":lK Rabbi M. Neuschloss, chief of the rabbinic court of New Square.
Several factors attribute to the superior quality of these Esrogim:

1) The trees from which they were picked are grown from shoots taken from the orchard of the Chazon !sh 'i"~t.
2) All the Esrogim grown in the pardesim (orchards) of Rabbi Moshe Friedman, source of our Esrogim, as well as
those sold in our store on Canal Street, are exclusively bilti murkav, and carry the Hechsher (rabbinic kashrus
certification) of the above mentioned rabbis.
3) Our Esrogim are recognized as the most beautiful, highest quality Esrogim available in their respective price range.
Special allowances are made for rabbis and yeshiva students.

' NEUSCHLoss
6 TRUMAN AVENUE

NEW SQUARI=
SPRING VAUEY, N. Y.
10977
354-6563

Copy of Letter

from Rabbi Neuschloss

I
AVAILABLE ALSO IN:

Boro Park

Flatbush

New Square

Wholesale & Retail

N. FRIEDMAN
1153-45th Street
Brooklyn, N.Y.
Tel. 854-3387

SISU BOOKSTORE
632-Kings Highway
Brooklyn, N.Y.
Tel. 645-8185

FAIVEL SCHWARTZ
13 Jackson Avenue
Tel. 914-354-6949

NEWYORKMAINCENTER
48 Canal Street
Tel. 925-9272

Also available at all Esrog stores:
Ask for them by name:
From the Pardesim of
Rabbi Moshe Friedman
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El Al and Shabbos:
Chapter Two
It was just over a year ago that an
Israeli-government-appointed committee determined that the suspension of El Al service on Shabbos and
Yorn Tov would have disastrous economic consequences and would cost
the financially shaky airline about
$40 million annually. Other estimates ran as high as $200 million.
The Moetzes Gedolei Ha Torah (Council of Torah Sages) of Agudath Israel
did not listen to the prophets of
doom. In a strongly worded decision, they requested that "Jews in
Israel and the Diaspora stop flying
El Al" until the Airline live up to its
responsibility as the Airline of the
Jewish nation and cease all flights
and other activity on Shabbos- even
if it meant large financial losses.
After all, there are principles that
transcend El Al's monetary considerations. (And there was a coalition agreement that said that El Al
would abide by these principles.)
The government acquiesced. The
El Al workers in the end were forced
to give in. El Al stopped flying on
Shabbos.
After a rocky, strike-marked period, which closed down the airline
for half a year, El Al took off againsix days per week. All over the
world-even in Frankfurt, Paris, and
Zurich, where Saturday had been
extremely busy-a "closed for the
Sabbath" sign hangs on locked doors.
So what happened? Did the airline collapse from the financial burThe Jewish Observer/September, 1983

den? The latest reports are that El
Al is having the most successful
year in its history. El Al planes fly
full-in fact, very often additional
planes must be rented from other
airlines to satisfy the demand. Shomrei Torah U'Mitzvos go out of their
way to fly the airline that keeps
Shabbos. And there no longer is the
terrible financial drain of paying
triple-rate overtime wages to employees who work on Shabbos.
David Schnieder, general manager
of El Al for North and Central
America commented, "Since we have
returned to flying in February, the
Jewish community has responded

positively and our passenger loads
are far above our expectations.n He
attributed the tremendous response
from the Jewish community to the
fact that El Al has now closed its
operations on Shabbos.
An El Al officer in Israel, preferring anonymity, was overheard recently saying, "I don't know how to
thank the Moelzes Gedolei Ha Torah for
the service they did for us. I never
believed that we could do as well as
we are doing now:"
Chapter Two to Shabbos in the
Skies: El Al's stocks are rising. Chapter Eleven is out.
'.T

ArtScroll proudly announces the English edition
of Jewry's all-time greatest Yiddish Torah work
The classic anthology of Torah lore and Midrashic comment:

TZ'ENAH UR'ENAH
Rabbi Yaakov Ashkenazl was a scholar and

maggid \\'hose works carry the approbations
of Maharsha and Bach. His masterpiece was
Tz'enah Ur'enah, the sefer that combines
commentary on the Torah, Midrashic insights,
and ethical teaching.
He saw a need: The average Jewish man and
woman needed the sidrah of the week
explained in the language they spoke and
understood best. Rabbi Yaakov - the master
teacher and communicator - gave his people
the most successful sefer of its kind in history.
From 1610 until the Holocaust, an Eastern
European Jewish home had a mezuzah on its
doorpost and a Tz'enah Ur'enah on its Sabbath table.
At least Z 10 editions have appeared. That represents the testimony of
millions of Jews to the book's beauty and importance.
Yiddish. too, was a tragic victim of the Holocaust - but Tz'enah Ur'enah
survives in this new, faithful, beautiful translation, beautifully illustrated with
woodcuts from the 1726 Frankfurt edition. The new ArtScroll edition will appear
in only three volumes:
Now available: Bereishis with haftoros and the story of Chanukah.
Vol. Z - Shemos-Vayikra will appear in the fall.
Vol. 3 - Bamidbar-Devarim will appear next winter.
Tz'enah Ur'enah is a book to love and learn. curt up with and pick up again
and again. It will be your inseparable companion on those Friday nights and
Sabbath afternoons - and any other time - when you are drawn to your roots.
Translated by Miriam Stark Zakon. Published by Mesorah Publlcatlons, Ltd. in
conjunction with Hiiiei Press I Jerusalem.

Vol.1-Berelshls: Ha<dcove'

S12.95

Pape,back

I

~

l

$9.95

Available at your local Hebrew bookstore or direct from publisher:

Mesorah Publlcadons, ltd./ 1969 Coney Island Av./ Bmoklyn, NY 11 ZZ3
DlrectM.\11: Please add $7.95 per order postage & handling; NYS residents add appropriate sales tax.
Israeli distribu1or: J. GROSSMAN-MESORAH MAFITZIM I Rechov Bayit Vegan 90/S /Jerusalem
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Author Questions Reviewer's

Assessment of "Israel Salanter''
The following letter was received in
response to a review published in THE JEWISH OBSERVER, September 1982. Unfortunately, its publication was unduly delayed.
To the Editor:
Due apparently to delays in the
mail, your review of Israel Salanter:
Text, Structure, Idea just reached me in
Jerusalem.
I would have thought that of all
publications in the world, The Jewish
Observer would have been the last to
question the propriety of subjecting
the words of a gadol ha-Torah to
"exacting, almost microscopic analysis." Is that not precisely what Jews
are supposed to do to the writings of
gedolei Torah? Is that not exactly what
the learning of Gemora, Rashi, T osfos,
aharonim, etc. is all about?
If you reviewer, who complains
that he did not find any "dynamic"
stories in Israel Salanter, cannot locate
Reb Yisroel's "living personality" in
the microscopic analysis of his writings, then I respectfully suggest that
your reviewer understands neither
the nature of inspiration in Torah
learning nor the importance and
role of musar particularly and Jewish
throught generally in a Torah hashkafa. Israel Salanter showed a new
side to Reb Yisroel-Reb Yisroel not
the tzaddik but the thinker, the truly
Jewish psychologist of the modern
era. His writings are difficult, complex, and profound. One cannot do
them justice by oversimplifying or
popularizing them and still less by
ignoring them. I am saddened that
The Jewish Observer seems willing to
recommend only books which are
biographical or light reading, and
seems unable to perceive the "living
personality" of a gadol ha-Torah only
in stories about or sayings by him,
42

but not in the analysis of his writings. Needless to say, not just the
halakhic writings but all of the writings of a gadol ha-Torah are infinitely
precious, and do not Chazal say that
one should not make "souls" out of
tzaddikim, but that their words are
their remembrance?
Your reviewer's view that the
terminology and categories of Israel
Salanter are alien to him (no examples
given) seem to represent nothing
more than the reviewer's own inability to appreciate just what the
careful, loving, and, yes, microscopic
analysis of the words of a gadol baTorah entail.
(Rabbi) HILLEL GOLD BERG
Author: Israel SalanterText, Structure,
28 Cheshvan, 5783
Jerusalem/Denver

Our reviewer replies:
I regret that my very brief remarks-which were perhaps too
concise-lent themselves to misunderstanding, as evidenced by Rabbi
Goldberg's letter.
I did not object to a painstaking
analysis of Rabbi Israel Salanter's
writings per se. But I felt that the
terminology and, occasionally, the
categories of analysis were drawn
from an academic world essentially
different from Torah thought,
and-as a result-Rabbi Israel Salanter's thought occasionally appeared in a conceptual framework
not appropriate or necessary for it.
(As a possible example, take this
passage from p. 68: "Rabbi Israel discusses Divine modes of interplay
with man not only abstractly, as
theology, but also historically, as
determinants of Jewish history. Applied abstractly, the Salanterian concept of Divine modes of interaction
with man yields a theodicy. Applied

historically, these same modes yield
a philosophy of history, understood
as one of the two branches of speculative philosophy of history, the
elaboration of the main moving
powers of history.")
As a further consequence, the
reader, who is anyway faced with
the intrinsic difficulty of the subject
matter, may well feel frustrated in
seeking to penetrate to the vibrant
essence of Rabbi Israel Salanter's
teachings. In this connection, it is
important to note that, while Rabbi
Goldberg's book is dedicated to "the
ethics and theology" of Reb Yisroel,
he has chosen to deal with his
thought insofar as it is reflected in
his writings. This was his perfect
right; but Reb Yisroel's life, the stories about him and the sayings of
his, are not merely revealing of the
tzaddik but also of the thinker and
teacher-and a student of Rabbi
Israel Salanter's thought may well
feel the direct experience of the
Master's dynamic and vital impact
more strongly in some of his epigrams than in the present volume.
That does not mean that only"story
books" should be written; but it
raises the question whether such a
profound analysis of Reb Yisroel's
thought, certainly most worthwhile
and praiseworthy, necessarily had
to be done and presented in this precise form.

OTLIN--,

TO JERUSALEM

In time of illness, surgery or
crisis, special prayers will be
recited at the Western Wall and
at our Yeshiva in Jerusalem.
CALL 24 HOURS

(212)871-4111
A FREE PUBLIC SERVICE OF

The American Rabbi Meir
Baal Haness Charity
KOLEL AMERICA
132 Nassau St.• N.Y., N.Y. 10038

To Order Our Pushka, "A Segula
For Good Health, Happiness And
Success", Call (212) 871-4111.
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Pittsburgh-Fertile Host
Community For Advanced Torah
Study
To the Editor:
We were deeply moved-and
grateful-by the lead article in your
Pesach issue regarding one man's
experience with the Pittsburgh Kolle!.
The Kolle!, however, does not and
cannot, as a rule, exist in a vacuum.
There is a good deal of ground work
that must precede it.
The local Rabbinate and congregations not only took the lead in
actually founding the Kolle!, but
through their own extensive educational and outreach work, prepared
the community for the logical next
step, e.g. the Kolle!.
It was the taste of the outreach
and educational efforts of these
rabbis and congregations, as well as
the over-three-decades of dedicated

. ·. ·

·•

work by the two day schools, Yeshiva Achei Tmimim and Hillel Academy, and the several years that the
Yeshiva Gedola functioned in this
city that whetted the appetite of the
community for more.
Mention should be made of the
dynamic Rabbi Eliyahu Safran of
Congregation Poale Zedeck, who
took the lead in the effort for creating the Kolle! and whose Poale Zedeck Yeshiva-an ongoing series of
courses at the Shu/ for the publicanticipated some of the outreach
work of the Kolle! and remains
active in reaching out to the community: of Rabbi Bernard A. Poupko
of Congregation Shaare Torah,
Senior Rabbi of this city, actively
teaching and educating, who gave
his support, prestige and effort to
the Kolle!; and last, but certainly not
least, the well-known highly-respected and popular Rabbi Irvin
Chinn of the sister community of
White Oak-McKeesport, who
brought his community into this
effort, and some of whose members

contributed the largest single portion of the seed money, and whose
own many years as Rabbi and teacher helped lay the groundwork for
the Kolle! concept.
Its worth mentioning that a Kolle!
by its nature is inherently ecumenical and neutral and strengthens the
unity of any community.
There are no doubt situations
where these do not exist in sufficient measure, and where a Kolle]
must be the entire catalyst for
changing the complexion of the
community. But in cities such as
ours where there are dedicated rabbis, a few strong day schools, and
certainly if there is also some kind of
Institute for higher Torah learning,
a Kolle! can, and indeed must, be
created. The city will never be the
same, and neither will be countless
individuals, such as the author of
your article.
(Rabbi) SHAUL KAGAN

l

Rosh Hakollel
Kolle/ Bais Yitzchok
Pittsburgh, Pa.

.·. . ... . ·.. . . THE BOARD AND STAFF OF

. . . . . .•. . .... · ...

TRE.SOlJTHER.NBR.OOKLY:N·COMMUNlTY. OR.GANlZATION
a project of Agudath Israel ofAmerica

Wl.SH AVERY HEARTY MAZEL tov To

j

TWO ACTIVE MEMBERS AND THEIR FAMILIES

lI M~ and Mrs. "J)avid. Singer
I
I

I

M&.and. Mrs. NaftoliH1rsch

upon the engagement of their
daughter

upon the marriage of theit
son

CHA\"E ROCHEL

MORDECHAI RJ\PHOEL

to

to

HESHIEELCHONON·

RACHEL FREUND

In the .z'clms of your outstanding service to Kial Yisroel,
may you have much nachas from your child.re:ri.

Mr, t.Dui'S Glt¢ck, Ch;ii'l'il!an

Mr. Eugene Pixler, Vice•President
Vice President
· .. · . Mr. Max Berg, Vice,President
Rllbbi. David Greenzweig,. Vice, President
.Mr.. Melvin. Warrenbrand, •Treasurer
Mr. Shmuel Krieger, Esq., Secretary
Rabbi Shmuel Lefkowitz, Executive Director

Mr.
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Corrections:
JO, April !Shavuos) '83
The Reference to Gevuros Hashem in
the footnote on page 7 should have
specified Chapter 31.
Mrs. Perr (page 39) was identified
incorrectly; she is a former member
of the faculty at Torah Academy for
Girls, and currently serves as a guidance counselor there.

EVOLUTION
SHATTERED!!!
A disease that has gathered mo~

mentum for over 100 years may
soon come to a screeching halt! A
THIN LINE BETWEEN THEORY
AND FANTASY, by David Balsam,

'r

is a scientifically powerful, hard~
hitting, and original document
wh1ch disproves the theory of evo~
lution. For many years the public
has been the victim of gross misinterpretations and cunning deceit. If
you don't take kindly to some peow
pie making monkeys out of your
ancestors and making a monkey
out of you in the process, reading
this document is a must. Evolution
may not be as scientific as it's been
hyped up to be. A THIN LINE BE·
TWEEN THEORY AND FANTASY
is a document you may neverforgetl
It shakes the very foundations of
some wid0!y accepted scleintific
theories. It demonstrates concepts
never before presented anywhere.
And most cif atl, it's interesting and
entertaining as well. A THIN LINE
BETWEEN THEORY AND FAN·
TASY hits evolution with the same
fury which evolution has been hit~
ting the general public for years, It's
about time this ridiculous and mis~
leading theory is laid to rest! This
booklet is available $2.95 per copy

I

at

BORO PARK JUDAlCA
5413 New Utrecht Ave.
Brooklyn, New York

A BOOK FOR
SCHOLARS:
A NOVEL
BASED ON THE
CONTROVERSIES
BETWEEN
HILLEL AND SHAMAI.
TO ORDER: SEND $5 TO
R. KATZ, BOX 46663,
LOS ANGELES, CA 90046
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Lesson from Lebanon:
Indifference To World Opinion
To the Editor:
In response to your (March 1983)
article 'Jewry-Guilty of being Jewish' concerningAgudath Israel's position of the Kahan Commission of
Inquiry, I would like to offer the following comments:
I believe that the real value of the
'inquiry' rests not in what the outside world does with the findings
but rather what we choose to do
with them. I fully acknowledge that
it would be impossible to deny that
'external pressures' influenced the
Begin government in calling for the
commission; but I do believe that
present in the minds of the vast
majority of Israelis there existed a
need and a desire-a responsibility
of conscience-to openly examine
the events that shocked us all.
I say: Let the outside world exploit
the findings and let them hurl their
biased accusations and condemnations. By now we should all be
accustomed to such political obfus·
cations and self serving rhetorical
distortions. Why should we concern
ourselves with this almost inherent

insidious stream of insults and vomitive slander? Do we have to answer
to these self annointed tribunals of
moral conduct?
I firmly believe that it was absolutely vital for the State of Israel to
openly and publicly demonstrate
both the courage and conviction to
establish such an examination of the
Beirut incident. Maybe we did say
the "Viduy" prayer aloud but to
have done otherwise would have
been a demanding, adverse negation
of our Judaic values and virtues.
BRYAN GOLD

San Luis Obispo, Calif.

Editorial Reply:
As accustomed as we are to other
nations' "self-serving rhetorical distortions" regarding Jewry, and as
futile as the pursuit of universal
acceptance may be, we still must not
needlessly expose ourselves to condemnation by other nations. We are
ingolus, Statehood notwithstanding.
It is foolhardy to gratuitously hold
ourselves up to condemnation of the
very nations whose support is so
essential to the security of Israel.
Independence of mind cannot always
enjoy the luxury of public proclamation, or self-examination. -N. W.

THE HECKER CORPORATION
(FORMERLY ISRAEL REL/GIOL'S ARTI

After serving you for 25 years with
the finest silver ]udaica and giftware,
we are pleased to invite you to the opening of
our new and spacious offices and showrooms at:
605 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017

(212) 593-2424
WOLF HECKER

MICHAELS. STRAUSS
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To the generous reader:
The adjoining advertisement
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Another Member of the

Commentary of
Rabbi Elazar of Worms
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on the Tora (JWkeach)
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Dear Ben Torah,
There exists in the Kolel in
which I learn two sincere
yungerleit who want to
dedicate their lives to Torah
and Hachzakas haTorah.
They both have large
families b'li ein horah, and
are moser nefesh to stay in
learning despite the fact that
they do not receive any
financial help from the Kolel
or their families.
By giving your ma'aser to
support these two families
you will be fulfilling the ultimate tach/is of giving

Sincerely.

WE PUBLISH

P.S. This ad is being paid for
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The Old Mom:
Still With Us, Sort of
To the Editor:
Re: "They Don't Make Moms the
Way They Used To" and the subsequent exchange of letters:
The original essay by Mrs. Perr
was fascinating. Mrs. Perr is agonizing over an age-old dilemma inherent in every human, particularly us
Jews. Everybody is a blend of past
and present; but who, besides us,
holds on to the past so tenaciously?
We are enjoined against changing
even one syllable of our teachings,
even to the extent of being taught
"Minhag Yisroel din hu"-a custom is
as binding as law. It is interesting,

therefore, to see the tools of the

present being harnessed onto the
concepts of the past, and moving
together into the future (as witness
Torah Tapes, Dial-a-Oaf, computers
in yeshivos, etc.).
I marveled at the art work described by Mrs. Perr. Those girls
showed remarkable sensitivity. By
making scenery out of rope to symbolize n•wr.i •'?:in they were able to
translate deep feelings into art. I
don't remember having such sensitivity at that age. Someone must be
doing something right with those
girls!
But why is everyone so worried
about the new "Mem"? Surely it's
only an art form, and in regular
usage, the girls still turn to the old
"Mem" (there's your old-new blend!).
Is a new "Mem" really a symbol of

236 Broadway, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11211
Telephone: 384-8956
Featuring the largest selection of

I

BORSALINO FROM IT ALY
and
HABIG FROM VIENNA
V ANZINA FROM ITALY

''

drastic change and worthy of debate? Working with young girls, I
have found, as I'm sure Mrs. Perr
has, that there are far more important issues on which to take a stand
than the form of the letter Mem. Is
it really so important? Does a new
"Mom" necessarily follow? And finally, do I detect a hint of disapproval in the educator's connection
of a new Mem and a new Mom?
Let's take a look at the Moms of
today. Are they new, or old, or do
we have our blend? I think the latter. These women carry an age-old
responsibility and value system
while under the enormous pressures
and influences of the present. These
women cook and clean and bake and
sew while singing to and teaching
their pilzelach. At the same time, they
are either holding jobs outside the
home to help their husbands cope
with today's tremendous financial
pressures or they are the pillars of
the tzeddaka and yeshiva organizations. And watch these women flock
to the auditoriums for the shiurim!
from halacha to Mussar; from Shmiras
Halashon to Chumash; from hashkafa to
courses on improving family relationships-the halls are packed with
women constantly striving higher
for self improvement.
There's your old-new Mom! No
disapproval needed, obviously. Combining the new responsibilities with
the old values and teachings, she
moves into the future confidently,
creatively, and with sensitivity.
(Mrs.) L. PIEKARSKI
Brooklyn, N. Y.

IN ANTELOPES AND SUEDES
OK For New "Mems",
But Bring Back the Old Moms

Agency for
SCHAPARELLI, ANTONELLI,
KANGOL & STETSON HATS

OPEN SUNDAY
Come in and meet "Friendly Stan"
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To the Editor:
Several things in Mrs. Perr's article "They Don't Make Mems the
Way They Used To" (Dec. '82) disturbed me. She so aptly states, "The
old is what we are ... it is what we
wish to transmit unadulterated to
our children." When will we realize
that, amongst the multitude of
mothers who yearn to be old-fashioned, many squelch that yearnThe Jewish Observer/September, 1983

ing; and they are the very reason
children cannot gain fascination with
the old.
We have deviated so far from our
own mothers, who did not yearn to
be "terribly old-fashioned"-or better yet, wonderfully old-fashionedbut who indeed were so. They filled
the tummies of their children with
warm porridge. They warmed the
hearts as well as the hands of their
children with a lot more than "hot
cocoa."
It is a simple and ageless truth.
Children do not do what you say.
They do what you do. Our children
are being offered "old wine in a new
flask" and they do not wish to drink
of it. The flask is not all that is new.
The old wine has been diluted by the
very streams of mothers leaving
their children to make careers; or
that make careers out of leaving
their children. The same mothers
who felt a poignant yearning for the
old, unadulerated, albeit from the

safe distance of creative self-achievement at the expense of the little
children with no porridge and cold
hands. Yearning is not enough. "I
yearn therefore I am" is as nonsensical as "I earn therefore I am."
To paraphrase Emerson, the world
around us is fascinating not merely
by its newness, but by finding more
affinities and relatedness in what is
already there.
We must be able to recognize the
tempo and the beat that go against
the grain of "Toras lmeinu." Then we
must firmly follow the pasuk that is
so appropriate to our dilemma: Al
titosh toras imecha-Do not forsake
your mother's teachings." We must
take an unshakable, unadulterated,
old-fashioned stand. Bring back the
"old Morn." All right; the new "Mem,"
they can keep!

'-

NOBODY DUPLICATES OUR SERVICES!
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Baltimore, MD

MORNING
CHIZUK
1

Don't Leave Home
Without It!
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Tune in at 7:30 a.m. Monday through Thursday
to 91. 1 FM and hear Morning Chizuk with
Rabbi Dovid Goldwasser.
4816 - 13th AVENUE Brooklyn, N .Y. 11219
438-3200

Boro Park's Gift Headquarters
14 karat Gold Jewelry
Factory direct-manufactured on premises
(100's of 14k gold earrings to choose from)
Yom Tov Special:
14k gold earrings (genuine stones)
Regular $89.99. Now $35.99
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Morning Chizuk is n daih· ri!dio prO,L.'Tam produced bv
Chizuk-"The Torah Link.'; An ilgency of Agudath ls~ael World
Organization. Each day, Morning Chizuk features a Torah view
on contemporary Jewish living with exciting Divrei Torah, laws and
customs, stories ;ind parables th;1t r('late to tod<iy's tim<>s.

Morning Chizuk is part of the Hebrew Jewish
Program of UPSALA College hosted by Zalman Umlas.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~~~~-_j
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URGENT
Get involved
in your community.
Be a candidate. And VOTE
in your local area policy
board or city-wide
Community Action Board.
On November 30, 1983, the New York City Community Action
Program will hold elections for representatives to 33 local area
policy boards and the city-wide Community Action Board in
communities designated as Neighborhood Development Areas.
The Community Action Program provides a wide variety of services to poor and low income residents through a network of
community based organizations.
• Area policy boards have final approval over the use of Community Action Program funds within their respective neighborhood development areas.
• The Community Action Board is a central policy advisory body
which acts as advocate for the poor on issues of city wide
importance.
If you are eighteen (18), a resident of your neighborhood Development Areas for at least 30 days, and can provide proof of
residency and signature on Election Day, YOU DO NOT NEED TO

I

BE A REGISTERED VOTER TO VOTE IN THE COMMUNITY ACTION
ELECTIONS.
To run as a candidate for either of these boards, petitions with 50 or 100 signatures for Area
Policy Board Members or 200 signatures for Community Action Board Members are to be
submitted by September 1, 1983.

'

'
L --

For more information, call Election Hotline at 219-0770 or
the Agudath Israel at 791-1800.

Come To

Formerly Kosher King

k06her £~~t'Y
Whitehead Hall Brooklyn College
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Of Holocaust and Imbalance
To the Editor:
In the recent issue of THE JEWISH
OBSERVER (Sivan 5743), I found the
article by Rabbi Perr on the holocaust a bit short in explanation. His
theory is based on the principle that
any imbalance must be corrected.
This was not substantiated with any
proof or even logical explanation.
Although the author may feel that it
is a self evident truth or axiom, I, not
being well versed in the Darchei
Hashgocho, find it hard to accept such
an important and far reaching principle without some kind of corroboration. In fact, the Talmud Yoma 69b
which he quotes, would seem (at
first glace) to contradict this principle. Daniel and Yirmiyahu did not
mind the apparent imbalance when
they removed the words. The author
assumes as fact that preceding the
war there was an enlargement of
the understanding of the greatness
of G-d. To my knowledge it was
indeed in that century that nonbelief in creation 7"1 was at its greatest. (Dr. Bieberfeld recently wrote
in a JO how the German philosophers waged an all out assault on
the Bible and its truths.)
In other words, the technological
advances were creating a greater hester and not a manifestation of greatness. Or as is well known from the
Chafetz Chaim these advances were
there to help combat the erosion in
emuna, but we do not find that there
was a greater awareness.
I would like to conclude with one
last point which is often overlooked.
The "sheer magitude of the destruction" was also not without precedent; the decree of Haman (which
was sealed in Heaven) was of even
greater magnitude, all in one day.
NAME WITHHELD
BY REQUEST

Montreal, P. Q.

Rabbi Perr's Response:
The writer is correct in noting
that I consider it axiomatic that the
three midas must remain equal in
The Jewish Observer/September, 1983
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their manifestation. I permit myself
this axiom on the basis of the inherent logic of the structure; as I was
once told by Rav Aharon Kotler,
7"~!, "if it fits together logically, this
is itself a proof that it is true."
There is, however, a clear proof
that a diminution of the midos would
be considered an absence of those
midos. At the end of the discussion in
Yoma 69B the Gemora asks by what
right did the Neviim eradicate a takana
instituted by Moshe? Yet the Gemora
should have asked a far more serious
question: By what right did the
Neviirn delete these words and thus
remove the Crown itself!
The answer to this question is
that although these Neviim also knew
of the explanation later to be given
by the Anshei Knesses Hagdolah
(See Mishnas Rav Aharon-by Rav
Aharon Kotler 7"~!, page 98) still, to
them, as Neviim, this explanation
was lacking in truth. Therefore, the
explanation of the Anshei Knesses
Hagdolah was a diminution of the
midos from the point of view of the
Neviim; and since diminution is considered an absence, they were not
removing the Crown, for the Crown
had already been removed by the
facts of history. The only question
that remained thefefore, was concerning their authority to change the
lakana of Moshe.
The writer also points out correctly that the century preceding
the war was a period of all-out
assault on the Torah. This is quite
true, but we must distinguish between the false sciences of evolution
and textual criticism, and the truer
sciences of biology, chemistry and
physics.
These latter were enthralling to
the maarninim upon whom the world
stands. The Chafetz Chaim saw the
technological advances of his day as
a teaching tool for Torah. "You
see-a person speaks here and it is
heard way over there." The Chazon
Ish felt one must become a maamin
from learning about fetal development. (See Chidushei Agados Maharal
Miprag, Makos llA. "He who is the
greatest in his generation is considered to the community as the
The Jewish Observer!Sepfember, 1983

heart upon which depends the
existence of all the other organs."),
and for any others who wished to
hear-and there remained manyhow much more magnified was the
voice of "The Heavens talk of the
honor of the A-mighty and 'the
works of His Hands' the firmament
tells."
Concerning the last point the writer raises-the decree of Haman-I
would like to make three remarks.
First, we must distinguish between a
decree-no matter how severeand the reality that took place in our
generation. Secondly, Rabbi Shimon
Bar Yochai, quoted in my introduction, says very clearly that Haman's
decree was only in appearancesand thus we have a dispute in this
matter. Thirdly, we must ask the
question: on what basis did Mordechai say to Esther" an escape and a
salvation will arise for the Jews from
somewhere else"? Have Jews alwa s

escaped? Did he not himself witness
the fall of Yerushalayim and its
ensuing bloodshed?
The answer is, I believe, that
Mordechai knew that this decree was
"mezuyoff melocho" (false on its face).
The decree was loo perfect. There was
no way to escape by bribery, by emigration, by its being rescinded, or by
leaving some over to kill the next
day and then not getting around to
killing them. The decree therefore
meant that there would be a world
without an Am Yisroel-something
which can never be, as the world
exists for Am Yisroel.
Mordechai therefore said to Esther, this decree is not a danger for
Am Yisroel-it is only a test for you,
whether you are willing to sacrifice
your security for the Jewish people.
The only danger is for you and your
father's house.
(Rabbi) JECHIEL l. PERR

In time for his SOth yahrzeit: 24 Elu/7"

The Story of the Chofetz Chaim
The Story of

The Chofetz Chaim

The tzaddik and master teacher of
Radin taught us all through such
classics as Mishnah Berurah, Chafetz
Chaim, and dozens more seforim.
But his greatest book was the life
he led.
This book - warm, inspiring, and
fully illustrated - is an education and
a treasure, from the Chafetz Chaim
as a little boy paying for stolen
apples to the 90-year old sage
winning the heart of the Polish prime
minister.
This book is must reading for teens
- but i(s great for a// ages.
H.,d cove'

$9 .95

pape,back

1
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$6.95

Published by Mesorah Publlcatlons, Ltd.
in conjunction with Torah Umesorah Publications
Allailable at your focal Hebrew bookstore or direct from publisher:

~ ~ {i.6

I 1969 Coney Island Av. I Brooklyn. NY 11 223

Direct Mail: Please add $1.95 per order postage & handling; NYS residents add appropriate safes tax.
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Machon TORAH
17, TEWKESBURY DRIVE
PRESTWICH, MANCHESTER
ENGLAND

famous

the dairy restaurant

Works by Rabbi Meir Meiri
(Feurwerger), ;""

222 West 72nd Street

CHUMASCH TORAH MEIRAH
3 Vols. Ni'i, \? 17, nJ, n'tUNi~
$20 plus pkg.

(212) 595-8487

EZRAS NASHIM: Vol. 3. A key
to present-day problems of Marriage & Divorce, Civil Marriages,
Gitlin al T'nai by a soldier before
joining the Forces. Status of the
educated deaf-mute in Jewish j
Law. The Agunah Problem:J·n
future. $7.50 plus postage. and
handling.
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Cholov Yisroel - Shomer Shabbos
Under the Supervision of K'hal Adath Jeshurun

Open for Breakfast. Luncheon and Dinner
Catering - Parties - Meetings

Speaking in Public
Clearly, confidently, and effec·
tively is important for anyone who
wants to advance- in business or
organizational activity.
A course in Public Speaking-using proven easy . .to-learn -meth-

THE PERFECT GIFT FOR ROSH HASHANNA,
CHANNUKA, & THE ENTIRE YEARlll
• 156 Pages• 15 Month Calendar
(Rosh HaShanna thru Dec. 31, 1984
•Entries for appts., meetings, etc.
for 481 days
•Lists of major civil and Jewish holidays
thru 1985
•ID and personal data pages, credit card
register, phone directory & map
• Words of wisdom from our Sages
at top of each page
• Prayer for travellers • Prayer for recovery
• Prayer for the Government
•Sabbath & Holiday candle-lighting times
FOR OVER 50 CITIES!!! AND MORE!
Attractive vinyl cover with picture of Western Wall

ods-is now forming for small
groups of men in your area. In addi. .
tion to self expression you will
learn Goal Setting, Time Manage..
ment and Creative Thinking-tools
that can project your talents as a

more self...confident, more effective
person.
You'll be' surprised how easily
you can acquire these coveted skiUs

... and how they can open new
opportunities for you.
If you, your spouse, your son, or
a friend can ~nefit from such a
course, please contact Mr. Avi
Shulman, 19 Grove Street, Mon,
sey, N.Y. (914) 356.-1567.

..ACTUAL SIZE ,.
61//' x 3¥/'

ATTN: FUNDRAISERS, ORGANIZATIONS CALL 436-4848
FOR APPT. WITH SALES REPRESENTATIVE
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE FOR VOLUME ORDERS.

"Opportunities come
most often to those who
are prepared."

ORDER TODAY!!!
---------------!
SIMCHA ENTERPRISES

NATIONAL SYNAGOGUE
OF THE PHYSICALLY
HANDICAPPED, INC.
ROSH HASHONOH
EMERGENCY APPEAL
"He that is generous unto the needy
honors his Maker." -Mishlei, 14:31.

I P.O. Box 360 Brooklyn, N.Y. 11219

ASK FOR THE

II

Your tax-deductible gift with name j
of honoree and prayer request:~ay
be sent to:
NATIONAL SYNAGOGUE
c/o Reid, Hughes & Webb, Inc., agents
P.O. Box 2029
Reseda, California 91335

....--""""~ comes In Admlral Blue - Burgundy- Parchment cotors
In traMparent vlnyl sleeve (not shown). Fits In pocket.

AMERICAN-JEWISH
DIARY
AT YOUR FAVORITE
BOOKSTORE - CARD & GIFT
SHOP
OR BY MAIL ORDER WITH COUPON
S.E.IADVANCE, 36 W. 27 St., N.Y., N.Y.10001

Please send 0 Diaries. My color choices are
(please enter in number of each): 0 Blue
0 Burgundy 0 Parchment
I am enclosing $4.95 • (NON-N.Y. RESIDENTS
enclose $4.70 per Diary) check or money order
for each Diary ordered. Do not send cash.

NAME-----------ADDRESS

CITY _ _ _ STATE _ _ ZIP • 1nc!1.1des N.Y. Sales Ta><. shipping & handling chages
All orders shipped via hl-class insured U.S. mail
Metro N.Y. residents allow 7 days 101 delivery
Outside N.Y. allow mmimum 10 days for delivery
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Rabbi and Mrs.
Daniel Lapin
andthe
Torah Community of
Venice, California
wish all their friends
a Shana Tova!

to
Rabbi Moshe Sherer
and his distinguished staff
to friends of Agudathlsrael
and all of Klal Yisroel
Mr. & Mrs. Yaakov Rieder
an,dfamily

Mr. and Mrs.
Ernst L. Bodenheimer
wish all their friends
n:::iito no, .nni

n::i~

ionn.ni i::i.n::l.n n::iito n:iw'i

to all relatives and friends
from
The Kuhl Family

.n::l
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ionn.ni i:::i.n::l.n n::iito n:iw'i
and special Mazel T ov wishes

Best Wishes to all our
friends and relatives
for a Happy, Healthy and
Prosperous New Year
Mr. and Mrs.
Alan Jay Rosenberg
Kew Gardens, N. Y.

to
Tom Steinberg
and
Shari Rubin
upon their engagement
A.C. & Shoshana Nussbaum
;n-n
Mr. and Mrs. Leibish Rapaport
.Brooklyn, New York
''rit,i:l~

l1lttl'

n:ne l"llt!'7
from

Mr. & Mrs. Eli Hirsch
afu:l family

l"l:l~t:l l"t~'J"'lni

M:l'li!J

Miriam and Mendy.ProfessorSke
and. daughter
Staten Island, N.Y.
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Mr. and Mrs.
David Singer and family

Rabbi and Mrs.
Berish Fuchs
wish all of their
friends and relatives:
ionnni i:in~n n:ii~ n.ltv7

wish all friends and relatives
a year of health, happiness
and prosperity
amongst all of Klal Yisroel
n:ii~ no~.nni n:i~n~

Sincerest Wishes for a
iorinrii i:ri:::iri n:i~ nJ!t''i

n:i~

to all relatives and friends
Dr. and Mrs. Sheldon Zinn
Phoenix, Arizona

no•rini n:•ri:::i

Prudential-Bache Securities
lOO Gold St., New York, N.Y. 10292
212-815-0245/800-221-3088

Abraham I. Fischweicher Account Executive
iorinrii i:ri:::iri n:i~ nJw'i
to all relatives and friends

We wish all our friends,
relatives, and Jews everywhere

from
Rabbi and Mrs. Simcha Lyons
St. Louis, Missouri

n:it!l no•rini n:•ri:::i

Mr. & Mrs. Max Berg
~:'71 ~poiyo n:it!l r;Jw'i

to Abba and Ima
from
Nachum and Feigie Stein
Esther, Tsippora, Chaya,
Bas Sheva, Basya, and Yitzcnok'l

iorinrii i:ri:::iri n:it!l nJw'i

to all Jews, near and far
from
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Pixler

O'l'
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inn!)ltn~i
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ioril'irii i:ri:::iri n:it!l nl!t''i

:ilwi
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n.,Y:ll n'"ID't'l lY.lN?

:i::i~u

Mr. and Mrs. Chaim]. Banker
wish one and al!

n:'e no~nni M:l,I'l:'.j

from
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Retter
and family
Miami Beach

n::i.'~ n~~r11ii n:i~n:=

i"l::l'ti n~"rini il:l'Ji;,

Mr. & Mrs. Menachem M.
Shayovich
and family

Mr. & Mrs. Rudy Tauber
Kew Garden Hi1~, New York

0'1Wl'l
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We extend to all of
Kial Yisroel
our sincerest wishes fo'r a

mw;

to all Jews
wherever they may be

wall of Kial Yisroel
Rabbi and Mrs. Chaskel Besser

11:l10 110,11m n:l•11~

Hugh Haffman
Scarsdale, N. ¥.

Naftali and Shaini Hirsch
and family

o•iwl'l 1011n111 1:i11~11 n:l1c
.

Sincerest wishes for a

Reisman Brothers Bakery

Mr. and Mrs. Yossie Stern
and family
Edison, New Jersey

May 5744 bea
year of joy, prosperity

11:l10 110'1'\Ml M:l'l'l:l

everywhere

Mr.&Mrs.
Chaim H. Leshkowit:i:
Mr.&Mrs.
Y ossie Leshkowit:i:

.

M:l~e rn~'rini

mw'I

Best Wishes to all our
friends and relatives for a
Happy, Healthy and Prosperous
New Year
Mr. & Mrs. Louis Glueck

Mr. & Mrs. Abish Brodt
and family

11:l'n:i

niw;

GemilasChesedCongregation
Rabbi Yitthak Chinn
McKeesport, Pa.

Shana Tova Greetings
the distinguished editor
of The Jewish Observer
and his family, and to
all of Klal Yisroel
Henach and Chana Cohen
and family

l
'
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Mr.&M~s.

Best Wishes to all our
friends and relatives for a Happy,
Healthy and Prosperous NewYear

Jonathan David
Bachrach, Esq.
Washington Heights, New York

Rabbi & Mrs. Max Carmen
Oak Park, Mich.

wish friends and relatives

1
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~

;ml:l no•nn1 n:l'n:i
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Best Wishes ro all our

nn7!it~tii Ji~"i:lC~ M:li'O Ml!t'

friends and relatives for a
Happy, Healthy and Prosperous
New Year

Mr. and Mrs. Moishe Katt
Lawrence, L.I.

.
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Best Wis hes for a
Happy, Healthy New Year
Tri-State Surgical
419 Hoyt St., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Harry N, Hfrsch
Yaakov Hoffman
and Staff

.
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Mr. & Mrs. Get:i:el Segal
and family

Mr. & Mrs. Willy Wiesner

I

1~11n111 1J11~11 n~io niw?

.

to friends, relatives, and
all of Kial Yisroel

for all of Klal Yisroel

ionnl'll 1:ll'\~I'\ n::mo

.

Best Wishes for a

11)1111''1 11'11Kl

o"iwn 10/'l11ni 1:ll'l:ll'\ n:l10

Best Wishes to all our
friends and relatives for a Happy,
Healthy and Prosperous New Year

11:l10 no•l'ln1 11:l'l'l:l

t't:l1to i1~'liM1 ii:l'li:l

to alt Jews

mw'I

to
Rabbi and Mrs. Nachman Mandel

Best Wishes for
ii::li~

i10'Jit"li i!:l'l"I,:)

Rabbi and Mrs. Eli Munk

'

I

upon their acceptance of
-a- position in Los Angeles~ Calif.
Yonoson Israel and family
.

.

.

ioMnrii i~ri~n r:~i~ itll07

The Shmuel Oelbaums

Mr. and Mrs. Kohos Falik

Mr.and Mrs.

'Wish friends artd TeUttives

Brooklyn, N.Y

Isaac Ki1'tner

i'li'irn~i

1t:irinni 1:h~n n:ie

Sincerest Wishes for a
nyiw~i

il:lie iUW

n7it-tl nlw

Mr.and Mrs.
Abraham B. Lieberman
and family

Rabbi and Mrs. Mordechai Katz

Mr. & Mrs. Nochum Fishman

Chicago

the best of New YearS to Kial Yisroe!

Rabbi and Mrs.
Israel Fishweicher

Rabbi&Mrs.
Abraham M. Kahana

West Hempstead, N. Y.

May 0 11"'i'rt'Ii brirtg

759 Wildwood Road

l"ll~;
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Happiness, Gezunt, & Nachas
to vur parents and families
Moshe Mordechai & Malya
Grunfeld

A Note of Gratitude
and a New Year's Greetings
On the threshold of the New Year, we wish to acknowledge our deepfelt debt of gratitude to all our dear
friends and acquaintances, from near and far, who stood fast by our side during the illness and suffering and untimely
passing of our dear departed father and husband-the crown of our family:

the late Reh Zev (Volvi) Friedman.,,,!
Our beloved friends who were with us during this difficult period were a source of strength that we shall.
forever remember with gratitude. We pray that all who had joined us during our tribulations and sorrow be
inscribed this New Year for a life full of good health, Nachas, prosperity, and merit to see the redemption oflsrael, ·
and the comforting of Zion and Jerusalem.

The Family of the late William K. (Volvi) Friedman

Notjustac
I a traOition.•• '·

A Tribute to the late
Rabbi Meir Pante!
;i:i;:i; P''~ ;:it

~ -·-·_..-11ir.lii'1111!•11··:.ll't··•·
ll·if

Rabbi Menachem Mendel of Kofzk once asked
his disciples, "Chaz.al fell us that G-d chose to give
the Torah on Mount Sinai because of its humility.
Why then wasn'J fhe Torah given in a valley, the
epitome of lowliness? The answer," said /he
Kotzker, "is that fo be worthy of Torah one musl
have all the atfributes of a mountain am/ still be
humble.

On the 25th of Sivan, a most unusual Jew,
Rabbi Meir Pante!, passed away. Reb Meir
was a Jew who "had all the attributes of a
mountain and yet was humble." A man of
awesome scholarship, (he was one of the
select few to have received semicha from
Rabbi Boruch Ber Leibowitz'?"lt ... In Kamenitz the latter had appointed him to repeat
the shiurim to the entire yeshiva), yet he
chose to live as a simple Jew. His unique
gadlus was of the exceptional kind that
caught the attention of "mountains."
The late Rosh Yeshiva of Lakewood, Rabbi
Shneur Kotler '":tr ona recalled, "When I was a
young studenf in Kamenifz., my father '"l'T arranged for me to be in the care of Reb Meir Pante!
in Kamenitz.."
Reb Meir was so dedicated to truth that it
could be termed an obsession. He could not
tolerate anything false-false people, false
ideas, false hashkafos, and he spoke up unhesitatingly when faced with falsehood.
When Reh Meir arrived in the United
States he was a broken, beaten war refugee.
Every single member of his family had been
killed. While others were preoccupied with
the immediate concerns of putting the
broken pieces of their lives back together,
learning a new language, and getting settled,

Efraim Wachsman of Brooklyn studied in
Mesifla Torah Vodaath, and is now in Beth Medrash
Govoha, in Lakewood.
The Jewish Observer/September, 1983

Reh Meir's vision steered him elsewhere.
The day he arrived in the country, he walked
into the office of Agudath Israel and threw
himself wholeheartedly into Hatzalah work.
He went to his dispirited, despairing friends
and demanded, "Wake up! There is time for
your own lives later. The task at hand now is
Hatzalah."

Rabbi Meir was the author of numerous
articles on Torah, Hashkafa, politics, and
Agudath Israel. Many of them were acclaimed as classics-the fruits of a thought
process conditioned by years of dedication to
Torah. But it was in his last article, written
from his sickbed, that Reh Meir revealed just
a bit of himself, a bit of his concealed gad/us.

For all his diversity, the focal point of Reb
Meir's life was unarguably Agudath Israel. In
the literal understanding of mesiras nefesh, giving one's life, Reh Meir was moser nefesh for
Agudath Israel. He was more than a practicing Agudist. He lived and breathed its ideology. A respected member of the Vaad HapoeJ,
may of his ideas and opinions were incorporated into Agudah policy. Himself a Marbitz.
Torah of considerable stature (he was a Rosh
Yeshivah in Yeshivas Rabbi Jacob Joseph for
many years; he also taught in Mesifta Torah
Vodaath}, he was closely acquainted with
many members of the Moetzes Gedolei
Hatorah, whose respect and admiration for
him were boundless. Indeed Reh Meir was
ready to be moser nefesh for anything that
served the cause of Torah.

In Klelzk Reb Meir was a prodigy. After Rav
Aharon's shiur fhe older bachurim would gather
around sixteen-year-old Meir Pante/ lo hear him
explain the complex, intricate thought sequences of
Reb Aharon Kotler. One Yorn Kippur, before
N·ei/a, Reb Aharon slopped /he davening. He
motioned for young Meir to stand beside him. He
draped his /al/is over the boy's head and then gave
the signal to begin. Reb Ahron davened the entire
N'eila together with Reb Meir under the same
tallis. ln all the years nobody ever heard Reb Meir
mention the incident. As the Kotz.ker said, "lo have
all the attributes of a mountain and yet be
humble.

A short time after the war, Reb Meir visited
Erelz Yisroel. Standing at a bus stop in Pe!ach
Tikvah, he saw an old acquaintance of his walking
down the sfreel holding on to a young Sephardic
boyaboul 10 years of age. The boy was alternating
between crying and berating the man, and futilely
trying to get out of his grasp. ln response lo Reb
Meir's questioning, the harried man explained, "]
managed to snatch this boy our of an irreligious
kibbutz. I don·t think I can handle it anymore.''
Reb Meir put his arm on the boy's shoulder and
said warmly but firmly, "Listen here, I'm from
America."
The boy, sensing a rich American about to make
him a offer, quickly quieted down and listened
eagerly.
Reb Meir continued, "]am seriously considering adopting you as my son." The youngster's eyes
flashed as he probably conjured up images of wallowing in all sorts of luxuries this "millionaire"
was ready to offer. "However, 1 will only do so on
the condition that you enrol/ in a Chinuch Atzmai
school."
The boy readily agreed, and Reb Meir did
indeed for al/ practical purposes "adopt" the child.
Although he himself was practically penniless al
the lime, Reb Meir, with extraordinary bitachon,
undertook complete financial responsibility for this
lost Jewish sou/. For years he supported him, paid
his way through school, and eventually sent him
the thousands of dollars necessary for his marriage.
Today he is a fine young religious Jew. Reb Meir
refusing lo ignore the hashgacha pra/is in a chana
meeting al a bus stop, was moser nefesh to rescue
generations of Yiddishkeil from spiritual annihilation.

EFRAIM WACHSMAN

HADERECH, 97 Stamford Hill
London N16 STR, England
Enclosed please find my remittance of $10
incl. surface mail postage ($8 extra for
airmail) in payment of my subscription to
Haderech for six issues.
NAME------------
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NEWS FROM
AGUDATH ISRAEL
Compiled by
Rabbi Menachem Lubinsky
Direcfor of
Government and Public Affairs
TORAH STUDY
HIGH ON SUMMER AGENDA
Camp Agudah was the scene of two major
Torah events this summer: The Oaf Yomi
Siyum of Mesechta Shabbo5 and the annual
Melave Malke of Zeirei Agudath Israel of

America. Rabbi Isaac Oelbaum, the Rav of

I

Congregation Nachlas Yitzchok in Queens,
said the Hi<dran. Rabbi Dovid Cohen, the Rav
of Congregation G'vul Yaavetz in Flatbush,
said Divrei Chizuk.
Hundreds of Bnei Tor ah from yeshivos
throughout the country attended the annual
Me/ave Malke of Zeirei Agudath Israel, which
was addressed by Rabbi Moshe Stern, the
Debreziner Rav, and Rabbi Reuven Feinstein, the Rosh Yeshiva of Yeshiva of Staten
Island.
In Camp Ohr Shraga, Reshet Shiurei
Torah sponsored a gathering marking the
completion of "Shmiras Halashon,'' which
was authored by the sainted Chafetz Chaim.
It was addressed by Rabbi Mechel Birnbaum
of Mesivta Tifereth Jerusalem and Rabbi
Gershon Saks of the Yeshiva Chafetz Chaim
in Monsey.
In addition to these special events, Reshet
helped arrange for Magidei Shiurim to replace
the year-round lecturers who are on vacation. It also sponsored special seminars in
bungalow colonies throughout the Catskill
Mountains.

CHJZUK ON EXPANSION DRIVE
Encouraged by its successes with its hotline, which continues to average 100 calls a
week from Jews anxious to learn more about
their heritage, its Chizuk Institute of Torah
Study, which currently consists of 9 classes
with an enrollment of over 300 students, its
300 volume Milton and Blanche Frankel
Library, its Hospitality Program consisting
of 250 hosts, and other similar programs,
Chizuk is planning a major expansion of its
activities to reach out to the Jewish masses.
Its success with Baalei Teshuva is enhanced
by some of their outstanding accomplishments with Jews who left cult movements.

Anti-missionary activity is one of the priorities of the Agudath Israel World Organization Agency. Rabbi Dovid Goldwasser, the
director of Chizuk, also uses the air waves to
carry the message of Tor ah through a daily
"Morning Chizuk" over WFMU, hosted by
Moshe London.
The expansion will include extending the
hotline to 24 hours, establishing seminars at
some existing sites, including Long Island,
New Jersey and a number of college campuses, setting up an exhibit on Jewish Identity, and the designation of Jewish Heritage
Days in sites throughout the country.

AGUDATH ISRAEL GIVES
$50,000 GRANT TO
TOMCHEI SHABBOS

AGUDATH ISRAEL
IN LEGISLATIVE GAINS

A local project in the Boro Park-Flatbush
neighborhoods of Brooklyn, which distributes food to the poor, received a special grant
from Agudath Israel of America in recognition of its efforts in helping the poor. Tomchei Shabbos is an organization that distributes tens of thousands of dollars of food each
week to the poor in several local communities. This unique project involves large numbers of volunteers ranging from store owners
who contribute food to young men who
drive vans to deliver the food on the eve of
Shabbos.
To assist the Tomchei Shabbos organization in expanding its program, and to help an
additional new group of poor people during
the next few months, Agudath Israel contributed to this agency the entire special
grant of $50,000 which it had received from
a special Emergency Food and Shelter Program.

Eternal Heritage Foundation
FOUNDATION GRANTS
Eternal Heritage Foundation fellowship grants are available to teachers/
rebbes of Talmud and related subjects (minimum of 25 hours a week) in
qualified yeshivas of the mesivta high school and beis med rash levels.
Purposes: further the cause of Jewish studies, raise the quality of education, and enhance the respectability of the profession. Areas of interest:
independent studies, research and publication of reports and novellae,
pedagogic methodology, tutorial guidance to students engaged in independent studies, during available afternoon hours and other suitable
times. Fellowships may be renewed annually at the discretion of the
Eternal Heritage Foundation upon determination of fulfillment of grant
obligation. For application forms and details, please write to Fellowship
Program, Eternal Heritage Foundation, Suite 411, 415 Lexington Avenue,
New York, New York 10017.
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It was an interesting summer in other
legislative areas as well.• In New York State,
two important bills passed by the Legislature
awaited the Governor's signature: One that
would impose restrictions on medical examiners in performing autopsies without consent of the next of kin, while a second measure provided for withholding a civil divorce
in the event that a barrier to remarriage
remains, which is particularly significant to
the menacing agunah problem.• In Illinois, a
bill which would force cemetery authorities
and workers to perform burials on Sundays
and holidays also awaited the Governor's
signature.• In Ohio, a comprehensive package of kashrus legislation was signed by the
Governor.
In other developments, a bill which would
have permitted medical examiners to remove
corneas during an autopsy without obtaining the prior approval of the next of kin was
killed in this session of the Legislature by
Agudath Israel. Similarly, a bill which would
have defined death as the cessation of brain
stem activity was also removed from consideration by the Legislature as a result of the
efforts of Agudah.

OFFICE Of BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT
A project designed to assist businesses in
winning the battle against competition from
imports will now also serve Bergen and Hudson Counties in New Jersey, according to an
announcement by Mendel Goldberg, the director of Agudath Israel's Office of Business
Development. In the short time since it was
established, OBD in conjunction with the
Metro New York Trade Adjustment Assistance Center has enrolled import impacted
manufacturers in the federal government's
Trade Adjustment Assistance Program.

The Jewish Observer/September, 1983
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GOOD NEWS AND BAD NEWS FOR YESHIVOS
This has been a "hot summer" for interests of yeshivos. It began with the encouraging news that the United States Supreme
Court had upheld a Minnesota state law
granting tuition tax deductions to parents of
private schools. The action prompted Agudath Israel to immediately set in motion
plans for a New York State tuition tax
deduction program and lent encouragement
to the national drive for tuition tax credits.
There was more good news:• Enrollment

LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITIES
• Several years of diligent efforts to increase
the amount of money yeshivos receive
for textbook loans ended in success recently when Governor Cuomo agreed to
include an additional $5 per student in his
budget, bringing the State reimbursed
textbook stipend to $zo per student.
• Representatives of the Commission on legis-lation and Civic Action mef with various
medicn/ exnminers throughout the state lo apprise
them of the position of Orthodox Jewry lonulopsies.

• A special task force spent several weeks
preparing for the New York City School
Board elections by screening candidates,
preparing slates, organizing a citywide
network of parents interested in special
education and encouraging the Orthodox
Jewish community to vote.
• Bernard Edelstein, tl member of the Commission,
testified before a special New York Stnte panel
looking info the high cost of kosher food.

• The New York State Education Department mailed out more than $1 million for
the previous school year to yeshivos as a
result of the efforts of the Commission on
Legislation and Civic Action.
• Agudalh Israel representatives testified in Washington on the need lo reimburse yeshivos for
the removal or containment of asbestos hazards.

1309 48 St., B'klyn, N.Y.11219
854-2911
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in New York State yeshivos grew by 11,000
over the last 5 years.• Some 10 New York
yeshivas received $400,000 in energy assistance grants. • City fathers rescinded plans
made last January to cut back on school bus
transportation in New York City for next
year.
The bad news was that the New York
State Board of Regents had given its initial
approval to a new plan to improve elementary and secondary education results in New

York State. The problem is that the plan took
a broad sweep and included nonpublic
schools. New standards are puzzling since
yeshivos were not part of the criticism
leveled by the National Commission on Excellence in Education. No less an authority
than the U.S. Secretary of Education Terrel
H. Bell praised the accomplishments of the
yeshivos and suggested that they serve as a
model for education in general.

1

.---Important Announcement--•
Limited Registration For
The Following Divisions In

BEER SHMUEL
Junior High School - High School
Beth Medrash & Kolle)
For Next Z'man Is Being Held
• Sedorim from 7 A.M. till 11 P.M.
• Small Classes
• Afternoon Shiurim in Bkius for 11th &
12th Graders & Shabbos Sedorim
• Bais Medrash Talmidim have opportunity to Learn with Chavrei Hakollel
• Fully Accredited High School with
Regents Exams, Under the Jurisdiction
of Teachers Bnai Torah & Lie. by the Bd.
of Ed.
• Dormitory and Dining Room Facilities
• Bus Transportation for Doro Park &
Flatbush Good News

1

Mechina Class For 8th Grade
ls being formed to prepare students for entrance to
Mesivta under the leadership of a widely acclaimed
Mechanech who will inspire Talmidim with To'rah &
Yiras Shomayim.
We are looking forward with new plans for continuing
achievement for each talmid. The record of our Mesivta, which is
known in the Olam Hatorah as a famous Mokom Torah, will
continue forwud Mechay1I El Choyil.
For More lnformot1on About Our Fiue Mesiuta Classes
& Two Bois Medrash Classes, Contact Us At:

4407 12th Avenue, Brooklyn - 853-1376
57
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85 Parkville Avenue. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11230

inspired by the ideals of Harbotzes Torah, are gain· While continuing to learn in your Kollel by day, the
ing the professional expertise in teaching skills to Mercaz offers you nightly courses and lectures by
meet the challenges of our time - in the classroom outstanding mechanchim and Roshei Yeshiva.
Fellowships are available to qualified candidates.
Rabbi Raphael 8. Butler
Founding Direcror

Rabbi Joel Kramer
Edulational Superuisor

Rabbi Yosel M. "Rosenholtz
Director

FACULTY
Rabbi Samuel Fink - Practical Rabbinics
Rabbi Joel Kramer - Teaching Methodology
Rabbi Hiersh Goldwurm - Jewish History
Rabbi Gershon WeiH - Chumash and Navi
Rabbi Ovadia Melame ·-Hebrew Language
Rabbi Beret Wein - Public Speaking
GUEST LECTURERS
Rdv Shmuel Berenbdum. N"l)''I!!
Rav Avraham Pam, N"l)'.,l!J
Rav Henoch Leibowitz, N"\J''V
Rav Simcha Wasserman, N"\1'7'0
Lectures are given by specialists on a wide range of educational topics.
For further 1nforma11on call

!.

(212) 441-4712
(out-of-town - call collect)
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RESERVE SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16th
Show your appreciation to the

SOUTHERN BROOKLYN COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION (SBCO)
Agudath Israel's project to stabilize and preserve Jewish neighborhoods
by participating in its
I

I

SECOND ANNUAL DINNER AND JOURNAL
honoring some of those who are helping SBCO achieve success

e MAIMONIDES MEDICAL CENTER
e METROPOLITAN JEWISH GERIATRIC CENTER
• CHARLES J. OHLIG

e ALEXANDER C. NACLERIO
e ALLAN NATHANSON

-Executive Vice President
The Greater New York Savings Bank
-Director of Housing-N.Y. Office
U.S. Dept. of Housing and Urban Development
-Branch Manager, Boro Park Office
Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co.

GUEST SPEAKER: Hon. Samuel Pierce, Secretary
U.S. Dept. of Housing & Urban Development
Sunday, October 16, 1983
Armon Terrace
Boro Park, Brooklyn, New York
For Dinner and Journal information, call 435-1300

IN ISRAEL
The resumption of archaeological digging
in the G Section touched off a noisy demonN
stration, which resulted in the arrest of
many innocent bystanders. Agudath Israel
Knesset representatives accused the police
of using excessive force and brutal methods
in response to the actions of a few. At one
point, the Knesset Deputies met with Prime
Minister Menachem Begin and urged him to
use his good offices to bring about the
release of the detainees. Soon after the ugly
events that followed the resumption of the
digging, Agudath Israel successfully passed a
first reading of a bill which would prohibit
archaeologists from digging up ancient grave
sites.

Opposition leaders cried foul when the
measure passed in th~ waning chorus of its

c2J1ATANA
yALLEI{.Y
Esrogim, Succah Decorations;
Jewelry; Personalized Challah
Covers, Talis Bags and Yarmulkas; Jewish Books, Judaica; Taleisim, Mezuzos, and
Lots More-

All at Super Discount Prices.
Open Sunday and Wednesday
11:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.
Other Times by Appointment.
1163 East 10th Street
Bet.Kand L
252-1222

.

session before it recessed for the summer
vacation.

Meanwhile:

l)'UK1;"! i1J'Ui1 01''7
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... Tens of thousands of youngsters participated in summer camps sponsored by
Zeirei Agudath Israel and N'shei Agudath
Israel. Yeshiva youth were hosted at special
retreats established by various projects of
Agudath Israel.
... In Jerusalem, 4,500 youngsters participated in the national Shmiras Halashon contest. The activity was planned to coincide
with the SOth Yahrtzeit of the Chofetz Chaim.
The sponsor was Agudath Israel in Israel
which organized the contest amongst youngsters in Talmud Torahs and schools of Chinuch Atzmai throughout the country.

'"Y 110KJW nin•w 1"' y:Jli'
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Beth Med rash G ovoha Publications

617 - 6th Street
Lakewood, N.J. 08701
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A COPE education

is not an expense
It's an investment.
Two options to choose from:
1. All day program-5 months-full time (Mens' and Womens' classes) 9:00
A.M.-3:30 P.M.
New classes begin Tuesday, September 6th and Monday, October 17th.
2. Evening and Sunday Program-9 months-part-time. Sunday 9:00 A.M.5:00 P.M. and Monday and Wednesday evenings 6:00 P.M.-10:00 P.M.
(Mens' and Womens' classes)
New classes begin after Succos on Sunday, October 9th.
• Comprehensive Program • Professional Instructors • Includes Intro, BASIC,
COBOL, JCL, BAL• State-of-the-art terminal labs• Training on newest IBM mainframe computer• Financial Aid available for eligible applicants• Convenient Boro
Park location• Experienced pla~ement counselors with a reputation for success.

COPE
INSTITUTE

I
i

I

~

The Computer Programming Training
Center to Business And Industry

Now at two ~sily accessible locations:
financial Di$trid:
Brooklyn:
5 Beekman Sin-et
4419 18th .t.vem.ll'
New l'ork, Nl' 10038
Brooklyn, Nl' 11204

lU-587-9259

212-436-1700

.t.ccrt'ditl'd by !h(' Association of lnd('pt'fldt'nl CollegC'S & Schools,
Lkl'fl5Cd by the- Nl'W l'orlc Slate Educational ~p.artmenl.
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AGUDATH ISRAEL HAILS
GOVERNOR CUOMO FOR
SIGNING "GET" BILL

t

Governor Mario Cuomo's signing into law
on August 8th the landmark "Get" Bill was
hailed as a "courageous and just" action by
Rabbi Moshe Sherer, president of Agudath
Israel of America. The bill serves to help
solve the tragedy of men or women unable to
remarry because of barriers created by their
spouse. The "Get" Bill passed the New York
State Senate and Assembly in June almost
unanimously, after years of efforts by Agudath Israel of America to alleviate the tragic
"agunah" problem of a spouse who is a victim
of extortion and blackmail. The bill's chief
legislative sponsor is Assemblyman Sheldon
Silver.
The "Get" Bill was vigorously opposed by
the American Jewish Congress and the Union
of American Hebrew Congregations (the Reform rabbis and synagogues), who made a
major effort to influence New York's Governor to veto the bill which they claimed was
unconstitutional. The prominent Washington attorney, Nathan Lewin, a former professor of consitutional law at Harvard University, who had drafted the bill at the
request of Agudath Israel, presented an incisive legal memorandum to prove the constitutionality of this measure.
The bill requires any party to a marriage
which was solemnized in a religious ceremony to verify that all steps have been taken to
remove any barriers to remarriage prior to a
judge issuing a civil divorce. Agudath Israel
had been working with halachic and legal
experts for the past three years, under the
leadership of Professor Aaron Twerski, to
draw a bill which would help put an end to
the suffering of so many innocent people,
who were being bludgeoned by a heartless
spouse into paying "ransom money'' in order
to be able to remarry in accordance with
Jewish religious law.
Rabbi Moshe Sherer praised Governor
Cuomo for "adopting the humane approach
of placing equity considerations over moot
legalistic issues." "This is a very happy day
for many sad people and the religious community is indebted to Governor Cuomo for
his action," he said. Rabbi Sherer also lauded
Assemblyman Silver "for his untiring efforts," and singled out for appreciation Governor Cuomo's assistant, Rabbi Israel Mowshowitz, and Mr. Kalman Finkel, a prominent
Orthodox attorney

ARCHIVES
A series of projects which were designed to
better document the Orthodox Jewish experience in America were recently completed by
the Orthodox Jewish Archives of Agudath
Israel of America under its chief archivist
Rabbi Moshe Kolodny. One project surveyed
governmental institutions, private archives
and museums on material that they hold on
the history of Orthodox Jews in their states,

with nearly all of the 50 states responding. A
second project organized a special section on
the history of Orthodox Jews in New York
State. As a result of these new acquisitions
and information, the Archives is planning to
repeat its successful exhibit of last Fall when
more than 4,000 people participated in a oneday exhibition of rare photographs and documents.

Tour Assurance
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AIRLINES,

NOW AVAILABLE ON
IN HOSPITALS, HOMES FOR SENIOR CITIZENS AND HOTELS

THE WORLD FAMOUS
Which has provided the most deliciously prepared Glatt Kosher Foods for Generations
through its many retail outlets
is proud to announce that now, for the first time we have available

A FULL LINE OF GOURMET MEALS
JUST HEAT AND SERVE!

Remember: When flying {domestic or overseas), be sure to request

1

kosher meals
by name when purchasing your ticket and when confirming your flight.

Available on:

El Al, KLM, Swissair, British Airways, Sabena, Olympic, Air France, Lufthansa, Varig, Metro, and Arista.

Our Glatt Kosher meals are prepared in a U.S. Government inspected kitchen under the
strict RABBINICAL SUPERVISION of the GRAND RABBI OF NIRBATOR.

272-1080
The Jewish Observer/September, 1983
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CHINUCH ATZMAI- TORAH SCHOOLS ENTERS FOURTH DECADE
WITH MORE CHILDREN, LIMITED SPACE

MESIFTA OF
THE YESHIVA
OF BROOKLYN

The Chinuch Atzmai-Torah Schools network in Israel is facing both growth opportunities and risks as it enters its fourth

decade. While the report that follows deals
with figures and geographic locations, each
number is a ntshama-·a Jewish soul, and each
location represents an entire community.
The leadership of the independent system
of Torah education projected a growth in
enrollment resulting from three important
developments:

Praised by
Gedolei Yisroel
1206-10 OCEAN PARKWAY
Excellent Rebbeim, very good English Department, small classes, Afternoon Shiurim in B'kius, dormitory (home-like atmosphere).
Scholarships available.
Emphasis placed on Midos Tovos.

I

~

• a total net increase of more than J,000

375-2652
Please Note: Registration is still open in
selected classes, Kindergarten through
High School (separate boys & girls
schools.)
37S..3775

I'

:=====:.:.,--====
Young .Yerushalmi had heart
.attack. His wife takes care of.
hitn and 7 children under .14.
Need is great, Kindly send tax
deductible.cont.rlbution to:
.Bikur Cholin\, Inc., .c/o

RABBI AVROHOM
SLUMENKRANTZ
814 Caffrey Ave.,
Far Rockaway, N. Y. 11691
Applicants to

SARA SCHENIRER
SEMINARY
& HIGH SCHOOL

I

.

additional children over last year's enrollment in existing schools;
• 4 new schools: Emanuel (2), Ramot,
Telshe-Stone;
• 16 new kindergartens: Beer Sheva, Bnei
Brak (Special Ed.: hard-of-hearing), Dimona
(full day-care center), Emanuel (4), Haifa
(Special ed.: learning disabled), Mazkeret
Batya, Neve Shaanan, Neve Yaakov, Petach
Tikva (2), Rishon Lezion, T zfas (2) .
Space problems exist in four locations:
• Cholon, an increase of 100 children has
created a shortage of 5 classrooms;
• Pardes Chana: substandard housing has
caused a substantial decline of the school's
enrollment;
• Rechasim: a developing shcool with an
enrollment of 150 children had been housed
in rented quarters which are no longer available; a structure of at least 7 classrooms mllst
be provided before the new school year;
• Tifrach: a school, which in a very short
period of time has grown to 250 children, is
still housed in 35-year-old shacks with little
protection from the elements.

This combination of growth and housing
problems reflects the development of Chinuch Atzmai-Torah Schools over the past
thirty years: a population that seeks quality
education for its children, hampered by inadequate and inferior facilities, often in proximity to elaborate facilities provided for public schools, reflecting a de facto discrimination
by government officials against the growth
of independent Torah education.
The success of the past three decadesparents and children who seek Chinuch
Atzmai-Torah Schools, and qualified teachers prepared to serve them-poses the challenge for the coming decade: providing adequate classroom space. The government's
policy concerning school construction was
instituted thirty years ago: when a school
reaches full enrollment, it may apply for
facilities; meanwhile, inadequate facilities
often prevent the school from reaching full
enrollment. And even when a school qualifies, the necessity to channel the application
for school construction through municipal
authorities usually means further discrimination and deprivation.
Over the thirty years of Chinuch Atzmai's
existence, its unique program of additional
hours of Torah education has attracted many
people who appreciate its value, even in the
face of more attractive facilities at other
schools. But the critical problem remains the
children who are lost, not for lack of interest
but lack of space. For this, the network's
leaders turn to friends of Torah education
the world over for support.

may call or write for entry to:

• Day Seminary
• Evening Seminary
• Evening Classes for
Late-Starters
• High School for Girls
• Institute for
Special Education
• Residence Hall

INSURANCE BROKERS & CONSULTANTS
Commercial, Industrial, Residential, Life & Health

Sara Schenirer Seminary
I

~

4622·14th Avenue
Brooklyn, New York 11219
(212) 633-8557
.•. "Excellence in Chinuch Habonos"

ATTENTION
SECOND YEAR STUDENTS
An individualized program
has been developed to meet
the particular needs of students returning from Eretz
YisroelSeminaries, entering
the second year of Seminary.
62

• PROFESSIONAL SERVICE •
• QUALITY INSURANCE CARRIERS •
• COMPETITIVE PREMIUMS •

BARBARA GOLDGRABEl'l/HESHY SCHWEBEL/EZRA HES
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CHINUCH ATZMAI-TORAH SCHOOLS FOR ISRAEL

THIRTIETH JUBILEE YEAR

I

ATIMEFORJOY-

.,,,.

MORE THAN 100,000 JEWISH CHILDREN
WERE REACHED WITH A TORAH EDUCATION
BY CHINUCH ATZMAl·TORAH SCHOOLS•

........ ,.,•.
:.

• • • •$

~"

A TIME OF RECKONINGwE MUST REACH AT LEAST
100,000 MORE CHILDREN
IN THE NEXT DECADE.

CHINUCH ATZMAI-TORAH SCHOOLS FOR ISRAEL IS READY TO DO ITS SHARE.
THE CHILDREN ARE WAITING, BUT WE LACK THE FUNDS.
YOUR GENEROSITY CAN HELP US SECURE THE JEWISH FUTURE OF ISRAEL'S CHILDREN.
GUARANTEE GENERATIONS FOR TORAH IN ISRAEL!

ANSWER ISRAEL'S NEEDS TODAY!
•Dedicate a chapel ............... $18,000
•Memorial Plaque .................. 1,000
•Dedicate a classroom ............... 5,000
•Lunch Program .................... 500
•Furnish a playground .............. 3,600
•Child Sponsorship .................. 360
• Nassi Layom ...................... 1,800
•Annual Membership ................ 180
•Donor ............................. 50

I
'i

TORAH SCHOOLS FOR ISRAEL
CLIP
AND MAIL
TODAY

CHINVCH ATZMAI "'K~ 'KOlJ/t'! l1ln;i tY10
167 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016
(212) 889-0606
D Enclosed find my contribution o f $ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 Please accept my pledge of$ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Name------------------------Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

;
I'

City, State, Z i P - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Your contribution is tax deductible.
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Spend Rosh Hashana and Yorn
Kippur with the one Machzor that
allows you to understand all the
T'filos and Piyutim. completely and
thoroughly-the New Metsudah
Machzorim. the latest addition to the
Metsudah series.
The Metsudah Machzorim don't
miss a thing. From Hatoras Nedarim
(Annulment of Vows) to Viduy
(Confession )-all in clear linear

-

------~-

translation with complete
commentary. Even the Avodah (The
Service of the Kohen Gadol) is fully
explained according to the Mishnah.
And there is no turning back and forth
because the Metsudah Machzorim are
all in perfect order.
So make every minute of the
Yomin Noraim meaningful with the
Metsudah Machzorim.

---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- -...........

Available at your local bookstore or directly from:
-...... ...._.
Israel Book Shop, Inc. 410 Harvard St.. Brookline. Ma. 02146 (617) 566-7113-4 I
Please send the following Metsudah
Machzorim:
_copies of Rosh Hashanna ... @$12.95*
_copies of Yorn Kippur ..... @$12.95*
_copies of the complete set . @$25.00*

~

I am enclosing check or money order for
$ _(U.S. Funds)
Name
Address--------------City ----~tate ----~ip

•p1ea::d $1.75 to =ostage up to 1 set and 50¢ for e a c h = i = · - - - - - - - - - - -

-- --

I

I
I

_.._I______________.

